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Tips & Tricks on:

Beef Cattle Showmanship
You can select a winning calf , but it’s your hard work and dedication that makes a champion.
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FITTING AND SHOWING
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DOG GROOMING

FAST, DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
REASONABLE PRICES!
CANADA-WIDE SHIPPING!
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RK ANIMAL SUPPLIES

everything you
need in one stop
DON’T WORRY EQUESTRIANS!
IF YOU FORGOT SOME PRODUCTS FOR YOUR SHOW, WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED. RK ANIMAL SUPPLIES HAS A WELL STOCKED
STORE FOR YOUR EVERY NEED!
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STOCK UP FOR THE FALL SHOW CIRCUIT!

WWW.RKANIMALSUPPLIES.COM

OUR STAMP OF APPROVAL
ON ALL OF OUR FAVOURITE PRODUCTS!

NEW PRODUCTS

Sullivan’s

REBEL SHOW BOX

SULLIVAN’S REBEL SHOW BOX IS AN ELITE, DURABLE
SHOW BOX (54”) COMPRISED OF UNIQUE FEATURES
AND DESIGNS FOR THE TOP SHOWMAN. THE BODY IS
BUILT TO HOLD EVERYTHING YOU MIGHT NEED IN WELL
ORGANIZED COMPARTMENTS. COLOURED RED & BLUE
FRONT AVAILABLE. ALL SUPPLIES SOLD SEPARATELY

RKSB-REB-$1980.00
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AESCULAP GT474

RK-GT474 Clipper - $729.50
A single speed clipper for clipping cattle and horses. Fast, powerful
speed with a high cutting stroke per minute. Top performance, highpowered 200 watt motor, with considerably improved ventilation due
to increased aeration vents. Slim casing and balanced weight for easy
handling. Comes with GT501 top blade and GT502 bottom blade as
well as storage case.

RK THIN

RK-THIN - $105.00
Tired of your blades leaving lines behind in the hair?
You may need a thinner blade! RK offers a finely ground
down blade perfect for clipping show cattle and
eliminating the lines left behind by your thicker
blades. Use with GT 505 Aesculap Blade.
Also fit Andis and Oster Clippers

GT 501 - 15 TOOTH
RK-GT501 - $33.50

AESCULAP GT494

RK-GT494 Clipper - $865.00
Used for sheep shearing, and built for easy maintenance and repair.
Features include: high-powered, 200 watt motor, increased aeration
vents, slim casing, internal electronic speed control with overload
protection, and top quality, wear-resistant steel cutting blades for
extra life between each sharpening.

GT 503 - 17 TOOTH
RK-GT503 - $33.50

GT 505 - 23 TOOTH
RK-GT505 - $33.50

GT 502 - 31 TOOTH
3mm clipping height
RK-GT502 - $40.00

AESCULAP GT806K

RK-AGT806K - $1,340.00
A quiet yet powerful package from Aesculap! With this unrivaled
Lithium-Ion battery powered clipping machine, you can now shear
cattle or horses for an unbelievable 70 minutes with the same battery,
which can be recharged in only 70 minutes! The long battery life of the
Lithium-Ion battery is owed to the machine’s soft start features and the
fact that the battery disconnects electronically from the system after
1 hour when not in use. Clipper w/ 2 batteries

GT 511 - 31 TOOTH
1mm clipping height
RK-GT511 - $47.50

GT 508 - 51 TOOTH

1/10mm clipping height
RK-GT508 - $47.50

GT 504 - 18 TOOTH

3mm clipping height
RK-GT504 - $40.00

AESCULAP GT824K

RK-AGT820 -$1340.00

A quiet yet powerful package from Aesculap! With this unrivaled LithiumIon battery powered clipping machine, you can now shear sheep for an
unbelievable 70 minutes with the same battery, which can be recharged
in only 70 minutes! The long battery life of the Lithium-Ion battery is
owed to the machine’s soft start features and the fact that the battery
disconnects electronically from the system after 1 hour when not in use.
Clipper Battery Only - RK-AGTB - $270.00 Only for 806K & 824K
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GT 506 - 24 TOOTH
3mm clipping height
RK-GT506- $46.00

GT 510 - 24 TOOTH
5mm clipping height
RK-GT510 - $56.50

AESCULAP CLIPPERS & BLADES
ALL

PREMIUM FLAT 31/23
AESCULAP BLADE
RK-PFA - $48.50

AESCULAP
BONUM CLIPPER

GT 305 - #50 BLADE

0.20mm clipping height
RK-GT305 - $33.50

The new cordless clippers from
Aesculap, fitted with lithium-ion
batteries and a sleek and ergonomic
design. The Bonum is also a perfect fit
for your hands and boasts low weight,
low noise and long battery life.
RK-GT656 - $625.00
RK-644B Extra Battery - $125.00

GT 594

3.5mm lower cutter plate,
13 tooth cutter and
86mm shearing width
RK-GT594 - $59.50

GT 588

3.5mm lower cutter
plate, 13 tooth cutter
RK-GT588 - $59.50

GT 578

4 point upper cutter plate
RK-GT578- $25.50

EDGE THIN COMB

BLOCKING COMB

BEVELED COMB

13 EDGE COMB

A very thin blocking comb
with a sleek tooth design
and sharp tips.
RKS-ETC19 - $40.50
Goat comb design
with beveled dull tips.
RKS-BEC19 - $40.50

Blocking comb designed
with sharp tips.
RKS-BC19 - $40.50

Same as the Edge
Thin with 13 teeth.
RKS-EC13 - $40.50

POWERSTROKE CUTTER

A4-point cutter with a sleek
sharp edge, cuts smooth.
RKS-PSC4 - $15.50
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OSTER BLADES
ALL
83/84 AU COMBO SET
Upper/lower blade combo set
for flathead clipping machines.
RKO-8384AUC Combo - $60.50
RKO-83AU Top Blade - $27.50
RKO-84AU Bottom Blade - $35.50

SURGICAL BLADE

For veterinary use and for freeze
branding. Clips as close as .002” to
skin. For use with 83AU top blade.
RKO-SB - $38.85

AAA CUTTER

RKO-AAA - $22.50

80Y 4-POINT THIN HEEL CUTTER

4-point 80Y thin heel cutter for Oster
Show and Shear-master.
RKO-80Y4 - $20.50

WIDE DIAMOND CUTTER
SKIP TOOTH PLUCKING BLADE

For general clipping where it is desirable
to leave a 3/8” stubble on the animal
with a coarse finish. For use with
83AU standard blade.
RKO-TPB - $130.00

BLOCKING COMB (20TBC)

20-tooth comb for trimming blocking
and carving. Used for most 3” shearing
machines. Teeth are sharpened to a
point. Do NOT use for regular shearing.
RKO-BC20 - $49.00

GOAT COMB (P7112)

3” 20-tooth comb. Closer spacing
of teeth reduces scratches and
cuts. Used for general clipping.
RKO-GC20 - $47.50

Most widely used shearing 4-point
cutter. Clean cut shape, fine angles
and finish with better results (P2311).
RKO-WDC4 - $20.50

SHOW GROOMER 1

3” wide 24-tooth comb designed with
bevel for very close, smoother shearing
and show trimming.
RKO-SG24 - $47.50

ARIZONA THIN COMB

3” wide 13-tooth comb. A thin
comb developed for shearing
hard gummy wool.
RKO-ATC13 - $47.50

HARVEST ALL
24 tooth comb used for
Texas 1/4 hair rule.
RKO-TTC - $47.50

3” wide 9-tooth flared comb with a
medium-long bevel tooth. Allows for
fast entry into the wool of all breeds of
sheep. Leaves a medium-length stubble.
RKO-HA9 - $56.00

24-TOOTH BLOCKING COMB

THE EAGLE

TEXAS CATTLE COMB

3” wide 24-tooth comb designed
with sharp tips for trimming,
blocking and carving.
RKO-BC24 - $55.80
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3” extra wide 13-tooth flared comb.
Medium-long tooth bevel allows easier
feed into dense wool.
RKO-TE13 - $59.50

ANDIS LARGE CLIPPERS & BLADES
ALL

ANDIS XPLORER CORDLESS CLIPPER

This clipper allows up to two hours of cordless clipping at a
speed of 2450 spm and 120V with a 2 hour charge time. Quick
tension adjustment, and its cool and quiet operation, and
perfectly contoured housing make this clipper user-friendly.
RK-HXC Clipper - $815.00
RK-HXCB Battery Only - $398.00

ANDIS PROGRESS CATTLE & HORSE CLIPPER

Designed for clipping and fitting of cattle and horses - great
for shows! The quick blade tension adjustment, slim grip
and lightweight design simplify handling for greater control
and less fatigue. Powerful magnetic motor, comparable to a
150 watt universal motor with 120V and a clipping speed of
2200 spm. Also available in Heiniger Funky Purple!
RK-PCHC Black Model - $555.00
RK-PCHCPU Heiniger Funky Purple Model - $555.00

ANDIS XPEDITION SHEARING MACHINE

Designed for shearing and fitting. The strong connection
between the shearing head and the fiberglass reinforced
housing ensures low vibration shearing with 200 watts of
power and 120V, at 2500 spm. Quick tension adjustment,
its cool and quiet operation make this clipper user-friendly!
RK-HXSH Clipper - $815.00

ANDIS XPERIENCE CATTLE
& HORSE CLIPPER

The innovative connection between the
clipper head and housing reduce noise
and vibration with 120V at a clipping
speed of 2500 spm. Quick tension
adjustment, and its cool and quiet
operation make this clipper user-friendly!
RK-HXPC Clipper - $590.00

TOP BLADE

HEINIGER HANDY CLIPPER

Quiet operation to please even the most sensitive animal
with quick and simple blade tension adjustment. Designed
for the clipping and fitting of cattle, horses, and other large
animals. Compact and lightweight. 120 watts with 120V
and a clipping speed of 3200 spm.
RK-HCHC Clipper - $590.00

31-23 SET

2-4mm clipping length
RKA-BS3123 - $58.50

31F-23 SET

1-2mm clipping length
RKA-BS31F23 - $72.50

15 tooth blade
RKA-B15 - $29.95
23 tooth blade
RKA-B23 - $29.95

BOTTOM BLADE

21 tooth blade
RKA-B21 - $39.50

For clipping cattle
RKA-SCC - $49.50

MOHAIR COMB

Cattle, goats,
and sheep
RKA-MC - $49.50

CAMELID COMB
21-23 SET

2-4mm clipping
RKA-BS2123 - $58.50

BOTTOM BLADE

31 tooth blade
RKA-B31 - $39.50

SHATTLE COMB

Cattle, goats,
and sheep
RKA-CA - $78.95

OVINA COMB
31-15 SET

2-4mm clipping
RKA-BS3115 - $58.50

All purpose blade
RKA-OC13 - $42.50

EDGE CUTTER

Cattle, goats, and sheep
RKA-CC4 - $14.00
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ANDIS SMALL CLIPPERS & BLADES
ALL
ANDIS PULSE ZR II

A rechargable cordless Lithium Ion clipper used
for heavy duty grooming. High-Speed clipper
that runs 2500-4500 spm. Runs for 3 hours on
one charge. An extra battery is available for
less down time while clipping!
RKA-PZR2- Clipper w/ #10 blade - $565.00

ANDIS PULSE LI5

Cordless lithium ion power for easy clipping
that pros demand. Lithium ion battery for superior
performance. It holds up to two full hours of
run time and recharges in one hour or less.
It has Lithium-ion power mated with powerful
rotary motor to cut through single-coated
breeds. Blade adjusts from sizes 40 to 9 for
cutting versatility. Cord/cordless feature for
uninterrupted grooming
RKA-PLI5 - $198.50
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RKA-PZR2B- w/Andis blending/super blocking
blade - $ 585.00
RKA-ZR2WB- w/Wahl Ultumate X blending or
Xblocking blade - $585.00
RKA-ZR2BAT- Extra Battery - $140.00

ANDIS 5 SPEED CLIPPER

A powerful rotary clipper motor for complete
animal grooming, perfect for all coats and breeds.
It has variable 5 speed clipping, making it
10% faster then the AGC Super 2 Speed. Use
the lower speed for cooler running and clipping
around sensitive areas, and the higher speeds
for prettier coat finish and clipping the body.
Works with Ultra Edge, Ceramic Edge and Show
Edge blades. A silicone sleeve is available to help
protect the cord pack and reduce moisture
breakage. Now available in Fuchsia, Blue,
Burgundy and Happy Hour. Please specify
colour when ordering.
RKA-5S Clipper with #10 Blade - $315.00
RKA-5SC w/ Super Blocking Blade - $335.00
RKA-5SCB w/ Medium Blending Blade- $335.00

ANDIS PULSE ION

A cordless clipper with Lithium Ion power for
superior performance. 5500 spm with a running
time of 2 hours. The battery charges in 1 hour
or less. An LED charge indicator will light up when
charging is complete. Comes with a 5-in-1
adjustable blade: #9, #10, #15, #30 and #40
RKA-PI Clipper - 232.00
RKA-PIB Battery - $120.00
RKA-PICHARGE Charger- $105.00
RKA-PIBL Blade - $53.00

RKA-5SSS Silicone Sleeve - $14.00
RKA-5SCC Clipper Cord - $ 99.75

ANDIS AGC SUPER 2 SPEED CLIPPER

This powerful 2 speed clipper runs cool and
quiet, and comes with a detachable steel blade.
Many new features include sealed direct
drive, a locking switch that prevents accidental
shut off, easy off drive cap for easy maintenance,
and a new rounded shape that is smaller in
diameter. Runs 3400 and 4400 spm. Now
available in Green, Blue, and Burgundy.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RKA-AGC2 Clipper with #10 Blade - $258.00
RKA-AGC2B w/ Super Blocking Blade - 278.00
RKA-AGC2M w/ Medium Blending Blade- $278.00

PREMIUM BLADE SHARPENING & CLIPPER REPAIRS!

NEED HELP WITH YOUR CLIPPERS?
CALL RK FOR MORE DETAILS! 1-800-440-2694
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LARGE BLADES $13.50
SMALL BLADES $16.50

ANDIS BLADES & ACCESSORIES
ALL

CERAMIC EDGE BLADES FOR LONGER LASTING BLADES AND CUTTING VERSATILITY.

STAY UP TO 75% COOLER THAN STEEL, IMPROVED BLADE DURABILITY

#10 RK-10CE - $44.50

#40 RK-40CE - $44.50

1/16” (1.5mm)

#30 RK-30CE - $45.50

Finish Cut

#7FC RK-7FCCE - $47.00

#000 RK-000CE - $44.50

Finish Cut

1/100” (0.25mm)

#5FC RK-5FCCE - $49.50

1/50” (0.5mm)

1/50" (0.5mm)

1/8” (3.2mm)

1/4” (6.3mm)

ANDIS STEEL CLIPPER
COMBS PREMIUM

CERAMIC CUTTER

8 piece comb set
which works with
the #30 or #10 blade.
Has Andis exclusive
adjustable comb design
RKA-SCG Steel - $72.00

Available in Coarse & Medium
RK-CUTTER - $16.00

BLUE RIBBON II

MEDIUM BLENDING

Delivers improved hair feed and
superior cutting results, even
when used with adhesive products.
RKS-BRB - $79.95

Leaves hair 1/8” and is best for blending necks
or areas that don’t need to be shaved. Works
best using the “back dragging” technique.
1/8” (3.2mm)RK-BLEND - $62.00

SUPER BLOCKING

Used for blocking,
trimming and carving.
1/100” (0.25mm)
RK-SBLOCK - $62.00

ULTRA EDGE BLADES RESISTS RUST, AND KEEPS BLADES AT OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE.

#15 RK-15UE - $34.50 #4FC RK-4FCUE- $46.00
3/64” (1.2mm)

#10 1/16” (1.5mm)

RK-10UE - $34.00

#T-84 3/32”(2.4mm)
RK-T84 - $45.00

ANDIS CLIPPER COMBS

Finish Cut

Finish Cut

ADDED CARBON TO CUTTING EDGE, STAY SHARPER LONGER,

3/8” (9.5mm)

WIDE

5/8

1/32” (0.8mm)
RK-5.8WUE - $46.00

#T-10 1/16”(1.5mm)
RK-T10 - $51.00

7 piece comb set works
with the #30 or #10 blade.
RKA-SACB - $29.50
1/2” (13mm)

#33/4FC RK-3.75FCUE - $59.75

#81/2 RK-8.5UE - $36.50
7/64” (2.8mm)

#3/4HT 3/4”(19mm)

RK-3.4HT - $69.95

RK-50UE - $34.00
#50
with med ceramic cutter - $50.00
1/125” (0.2mm)

#5/8HT 5/8”(16mm)

RK-5.8HT - $69.95
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WAHL CLIPPERS & BLADES
ALL

WAHL LITHIUM ARCO CLIPPER

A contoured, cordless clipper with an adjustable 5 in 1 blade
(#9 to #40). 75 min battery lifespan as well as a speedy 50
min charge time. Constant speed control will automatically
deliver more power, and torque on tough coats.
RK-WLA Clipper - $187.50
RKW-AMB General Blade - $39.95
RKW-AMBO Precision Blade - $56.50
RKW-WLABP Battery - $50.95

WAHL ARCO MOSER CLIPPER

WAHL 5-IN-1 BLADE

Adjustable 5 in 1 blade (#9 to #40)
RKW-AMB General Blade - $39.95
RKW-AMBO Precision Blade - $56.50

WAHL ULTIMATE X-BLOCK

Black Chrome finish added for
superior rust protection. New teeth
geometry helps for smooth feeding
of hair for faster clipping. Blade cuts
through adhesive with no drag.
RKW-UXBK - $77.99
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A handy lightweight and quiet cordless clipper
excellent for trimming. Fully adjustable to five
cutting positions from the #10 to #40. Includes
a battery pack and charging unit.
Available in Gold and Pink.
RKW-AM Gold Model - $149.95
RKW-AMP Pink Model - $149.95
RKW-AMBP Battery - $29.95

WAHL ULTIMATE X-BLEND

Black Chrome finish added for
superior rust protection. New teeth
geometry helps for smoother feeding
of hair for faster clipping. Blade has
dull rounded, beveled tips.
RKW-UXBD - $77.99

WAHL #50 BLADE

Professional quality chrome finish
provides superior rust and corrosion
protection. Designed to provide a
smooth cut and show-quality finish.
The ultra surgical #50 blade offers a
1/64-inch (0.4mm) cut length.
RKW-WAHL50 - $34.50

CLIPPER & BLADE PROTECTION
ALL
SULLIVAN'S 1ST CLASS CLIPPER CADDY

Top of the line, lightweight clipper caddy designed
to hold a variety of clippers in a tough and durable
aluminum box, which includes a padded divided
section for blades and other supplies. Coated with
scratch resistant black or copper hammer tone
powder coat that helps complete the luxurious look.
RKS-BCCC Black - $289.00
RKS-CCC Copper - $289.00
RKS-ACC Aluminum - $238.00

BLADE POUCH

The ultimate protective blade storage! Built
of heavy nylon, this folding pouch features 9
slots for individual blade storage. Each slot
has a clear window to view each blade. Tri-folds
for compact, safe and easy storage.
Blades sold separately.
RKA-BP - $22.50

RK BLADE WALLET

Keeps blades clean and avoid chipping
teeth! Stores two sets and snaps shut.
Blades sold separately.
RKS-BW - $22.50

BLADE CADDY

Tough, durable plastic case holds
blocking blades, T-blades, and can
hold up to 12 small blades. Snaps shut.
Blades sold separately.
RKA-BC - $22.00

BLADE BRUSH

Use this extra soft brush
to help keep hair and
debris cleaned from
clippers and blades.
RKA-BB - $9.95

RK LEATHER CLIPPER GUARDS

Fits snugly over clipper blades to protect them from dirt, dust, rust and breakage!
Available for the flathead progress, sheep-head, and small clippers.
RKS-LFG Flathead - $21.50
RKS-LPG Progress - $21.50
RKS-LSG Sheep-head - $21.50
RKS-SLG Small - $21.50
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BLADE SHARPENING
ALL
ANDIS COOL CARE PLUS

5-in-1 formula: coolant, disinfectant,
lubricant, and rust preventative that
reduces friction, allows for smoother
clipping action, and prolongs the life
of your blades.
RKA-CC 15.5oz. - $12.50

ANDIS BLADE CARE

Washes away any hair buildup and preservatives that
accumulate on blades. 7-in-1 formula: coolant, deodorizer,
lubricant, cleaner, rust preventative, decontamination,
and vitamin E enriched. Within 10 seconds, leaves blades
clean, lubricated and cool for optimal performance.
RKA-BCW 16.5oz. - $14.00

ANDIS CLIPPER OIL

ANDIS BLADE CARE PLUS

7-in-1 formula: coolant, deodorizer,
lubricant, cleaner, rust preventative,
decontamination , and vitamin E enriched.
High pressure comfort nozzle sprays hair
out of the blade teeth without having to
take them off the clipper.
RKA-BCP 16oz. - $15.00

RK LAZER BLADE SHARPENER

Specially formulated to keep clipper blades clean
and lubricated. Apply to teeth and bearing surfaces
of blades regularly to help maximize clipper performance.
RKA-CO 4oz. - $3.95
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The RK Lazer Blade Sharpener features a 12 inch diameter grinding wheel. A square steel base provides
the utmost stability. It is equipped with 1/2 horsepower motor that turns the wheel at 1725 RPM’s.
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COMPLETE SHARPENING KIT

WHEEL & MOTOR ONLY

Consists of 1 Sharpening wheel, 1 motor, 1
coarse grit, 1 fine grit, 2 magnets, 1 can of Andis
Cool Care Plus, 1 can of Sullivan Prime Time, and
1 can of Hocus Pocus.
RK-LAZK - $1045.00

BLADE SHARPENING MAGNETS

SHARPENING SUPPLY PACKAGE
LARGE $13.50
SMALL $16.50

Consists of 1 coarse grit, 1 fine grit, 2 magnets,
1 can of Andis Cool Care Plus, 1 can of Sullivan
Prime Time, and 1 can of Hocus Pocus.
RK-LAZS - $126.00

CLIPPER BLADE SHARPENER KIT

This do-it-yourself sharpening kit comes with
a 4.75” sharpening stone, 1 jar of compound,
a brush and an instructional card.
Extra compound sold separately.
RK-CBSK Kit - $89.00
RK-SC2 Compound - $15.00
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BLADE SHARPENING GRIT

Use coarse grit for aggressive
sharpening and fine grit for
finishing. Remove from wheel
with Hocus Pocus.
RKS-GRTF Fine - $22.95
RKS-GRTC Coarse - $22.95

RK-LAZ - $920.00

Magnets to hold the blade on while sharping.
For best results, use two magnets together.
RK-MAG - $16.50

SHARPENING WHEEL
12 inch diameter grinding wheel.
RK-LAZW - $775.00

EXTEND CLIPPER LUBE/ENDURANCE OIL

Extend Clipper Lube provides excellent cooling
and long lasting lubrication for clipper blades.
It actually prolongs the life of the clipper blades
by keeping them cool during extended use.
RKS-ECL Lube - $12.50
RKS-E012 Oil - $21.00
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5' UPRIGHT DOLLY SHOW BOX

This show box is permanently mounted on wheels
making it easy to move, and is equipped with 2
swinging doors. The outer door holds combs and
halters while the inner door holds cans and bottles
on its shelving system. The main body consists of 2
sliding drawers and 3 open shelves to hold just
about anything. The small drawer is 4”x20.5” x 18.5”
and the large drawer is 12”x20” x 18.5”. The back
side of the box has clips to hold show sticks where
they can be padlocked into place. Box Dimensions:
24” W x 60” H x 26.5” Deep. All supplies sold separately.
RKSB-UA5 Treadbrite - $1595.00
RKSB-UG5 Powder Coated(silver gray) -$1280.00

ALL
REBEL SHOW BOX

Sullivan’s REBEL Show Box is an
elite, durable show box(54”) comprised
of unique features and designs for
the top showman. The body is built
to hold everything you might need
in well-organized compartments.
Coloured red & blue front available.
All supplies sold separately
RKSB-REB-1980.00

RENEGADE SHOW BOX

This high quality show box has all
the bells & whistles including 110
volt outlets, usb chargers, led lights
throughout body, black hammer
tone powder coat finish, Lockable
compartment, can holder slide out,
pullout shelves, deeper shelving,
and high quality craftsmanship to
cover all your show needs!
All Supplies sold separately.
RKSB-RENG - $2555.00

SULLIVAN'S JACKPOT SHOW BOX
The Jackpot Show Box is specifically
made to easily fit onto the back of
the Sullivan’s Totally Tuned Blower
cart. It has 2 detachable 8” tires for
easy transport. Box Dimensions:
16.5” W x 30” H x 14.5” Deep.
All supplies & cart sold separately.
RKSB-JSB Box - $720.00
RK-BP24 Blower Holder - $65.00

4' UPRIGHT DOLLY SHOW BOX

Perfect for exhibiting a small string of cattle while having
all your fitting supplies under lock and key. Lockable show
stick rack and permanent wheels are included. This box
features 2 swing doors, 1 small drawer and 1 large drawer.
Box Dimensions: 24” W x 48” H x 224” Deep.
All supplies sold separately.
RKSB-UA4 Treadbrite - $1395.00
RKSB-UG4 Powder Coated(silver gray) - $1170.00

SIDE-X-SIDE DOLLY BOX

This 54” tall box features extra width and
extra depth in a slightly shorter version
for the ease of handling. It is a more
efficient and accessible way to store all
of your supplies. Box Dimensions:
28” W x 54” H x 26.5” Deep.
Constructed of treadbrite aluminum.
RKSB-SXS54 - $1750.00

SHOW-TIME STEEL SHOW BOX
An economically priced box made of 20 gauge Powder Coated(silver gray) steel
with reinforced sides. Its unique lid stops at the hinges, without chains or cables. It
has a removable sliding tote tray with handles that allows you to have an organized
box. The medium box includes 2 sliding tote trays. All supplies sold separately.
RKSB-HM Medium 21” H x 40” W x 24” Deep - $498.00
RKSB-PT Optional Black Padded Top - $110.00
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BLOWERS & ACCESSORIES
ALL
P: PURPLE

FG: FOREST
GREEN

O: ORANGE

S: SILVER

BL: BLACK

R: RED

B: BLUE

N: SCREAMIN'
NEON

C: CORAL

P: PINK

LG: LIME
GREEN

T: TEAL

SULLIVAN'S AIR EXPRESS III BLOWER

The aerodynamic front end increases air velocity for more power! The funnel
design on the blower has less restriction with more efficient air flow meaning
MORE AIR POWER to dry your animal FASTER! There is a heating element for
those cooler days (only used when under 50°F). The cartridge filter slides into
the metal rear cap for complete protection. Please specify colour in your order
Comes with a standard 15’ hose, and is CSA approved.
Available in Lime Green, Forest Green, Red, Orange, Pink, Purple,
Blue, Black, Screamin' Neon, Teal, Coral, Maroon and Silver.
RKS-AE3 - $658.00

M: MAROON

SULLIVAN'S AIR EXPRESS MINI BLOW DRYER

The miniature version of the popular Air Express III Blower, equipped with a single high
powered, high efficiency motor. It only draws 11 amps of electricity and includes the
patented aerodynamic funnel front end cap design for more air velocity and unique
cartridge filter system. CSA approved. Please specify colour in your order.
Comes in Red and Black with a 15' hose.
RKS-MB3R Red - $505.00
EXPRESS FOGGER
RKS-MB3BL Black - $505.00
Has an adjustable spray
pattern and works with the
blower for fogging or misting.
RKS-EF - $39.95

OTHER REPLACEMENT BLOWER PARTS
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1. RK-BP1 Circuiteer Filter (old style) - $12.00

7. RK-BP10 Blower Tip Complete - $16.75

2. RK-BP28 Circuiteer Filter (new style) - $6.00

8. RK-BP12 Heavy Duty Cord - $54.50

3. RK-BP2 Air Express Filter - $14.50

9. RK-BP13 Heat Booster Rocker Switch - $15.50

4. RK-BP3 Air Express Front End Cap - $55.50

10. RK-BP14 Blower Motor Brushes - $21.50

5. RK-BP4 Air Express Rear End Cap - $55.50

11. RK-BP22 Blower Tip Only - $13.50

6. RK-BP6 Blower Motor - $146.50

12. RK-BP29 15' Hose Complete with Tip - $92.00

BLOWERS PARTS & ACCESSORIES
ALL
COMPLETE BLOWER CART

O
N

P

RKS-TBCOMPLETE - $1734.00
Excludes Blower Holder(O) and Blower Hanger (N)
As pictured - 2 Sullivan Air Express Blowers,
Blower Cart, Big Hose, Whip (6' hose)
15' Blower Hose Not included
A - RK-BP2 Air Express Filter - $14.50

A

B - RK-BP5 Large 2" Hose Complete with Tip-$145.00
C - RK-BP7 Hose Cuff- $12.00
D - RK-BP11 Hose Cuff Reducer - $16.50

E

E - RK-BP8 Toggle Switch - $18.00
F - RK-BP9 Large Blower Tip - $15.50

M

G - RK-BP15 Hose Clamp - $6.00
H - RK-BP21 Big Hose Clamps - $6.00
I - RKS-TTBCY Metal “Y” - $115.00
J - RK-BP18 6’ Hose Extension (Whip) - $58.50

I

C
L

K - RK-BP25 Metal U Clamp - $6.00

B

K

L - RK-BP26 Hose Cuff Clamp - $6.00

J

M - RK-BP23 Blower Hanger - $56.50
N - RK-BP24 Blower Holder - $56.50

NEWW! O PIECE

ND” T
“GROU WER CART 00
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$399.
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RKS-

F

H

O - RK-BP30 Reverse "Y" - $46.00
P - RKS-TBCART Cart - $385.00
RKS-SBCART (Optional) Shelf - $76.50

D
G

ELECTRO-GROOM

Remove dust, dirt, dandruff, and
parasites with this powerful yet quiet
electric vacuum cleaner. Motors
may be operated separately or
together. This unit can also be
used as a powerful blower.
RKC-EG - $1470.00

RAPID GROOM VACUUM

Features a 2-speed motor for
complete animal grooming.
Portable and powerful. Includes
a 10’ hose and attachment tips.
RKC-RGV Vacuum - $686.00

CIRCUITEER BLOWERS

This portable, lightweight (18lb) blower can
be suspended, carried, or set on the ground.
This blower is CSA approved which includes
a 10’ hose with blower tip, filter and an
adjustable shoulder strap. Circuiteer II
also available, and comes with a 15’ hose.
RKC-B1 I - $685.00
RKC-B2 II - $699.00

RKS-TBCARTG New Ground Cart - $399.00

MINI-CIRC DRYER

Provides all the blowing power you
could ask of a small, portable unit.
Its 18-gauge steel construction is
tough and durable, yet lightweight
and portable with a 10' hose.
It is CSA approved and Available
in Metallic Blue, Green,
RKC-MCD Dryer - $460.00

COMPLETE FLUX CAPACITOR

Twice the blowing power with only one
hose! This hose features a “Y” shaped fitting
that combines a hose from two blowers
into one large 2” diameter hose. Total
length is 17’. Blowers are sold separately.
RKS-DBH Complete - $255.00
RK-BP17 Small Metal "Y" - $66.50
RK-BP5 Flux Capacitor Big Hose-$145.00
RK-BP19 2' Hose Only - $36.50
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CHUTES
ALL
S/S ALL ALUMINUM FITTING CHUTE

The neck and side bars come with rounded corners to prevent pulling
of hair when your animal leans against them. Its lightweight and slick
design can be set up and taken down in just seconds. Aluminum side bars
and head gate bars are powder coated so no colour rubs off on your animal.
Available in 7, 7.5, or 8ft. lengths. Chute floor sold separately.
Made by Sullivan Supply.
RKS-AL7 7ft x 6ft h x 34” w- $1340.00
RKS-AL7.5 7.5ft x 7ft 6” h x 36” w- $1359.00
RKS-AL8 8ft x 7ft h x 34” w- $1415.00
*RK does not warranty Sullivan’s Fitting Chutes

SULLIVAN'S FITTERS GUARDS

Sullivan's Fitters Guard was designed with fitters
in mind. This guard allows you to fit your animal
in the stall while keeping them standing still and you
protected. This easy to assemble stall fitting guard
is quick to install and easy to adjust at any time. It
quickly folds up for space saving storage mode.
RKS-FG - $598.00

PADDED CHUTE FLOOR

This specially designed chute floor offers extra thick cushioned padding to keep your
animal from getting tired while standing in the chute. Comes complete with wood
floor, and high density foam padding all covered in a durable multi-purpose carpet.
*Available in 7, 7.5, or 8ft length.
RKS-PCF7 7ft. - $235.00
RKS-PCF7.5 7.5ft. - $235.00
RKS-PCF8 8ft. - $235.00

SULLIVAN'S FITTING MATS

SULLIVAN'S HEAD PANEL TARPS

Conveniently connect to your
head panels giving your animal
less stress by blocking the view
of other animals or visitors. Tarps
are made of a durable vinyl material
with brass grommets for securing.
Available in 8’. Black Only. T-Bar
& Panels sold separately.
RKS-HPT Head Tarp - $120.00

T-BARS

T-bars that fasten to the stall
front to stop cattle from
moving side to side.
RKS-ASTB T Bar - $99.00 each

This folding mat is covered with vinyl for a nice
finished appearance. Folds up and has built in
handles to make it easy for carrying.
Please specify size when ordering.
CHUTE BRIGHT LITE
This product is made to last the test of time, RKS-FM Maroon 30” x 7' - $165.00
built of durable aluminum, waterproof, lightweight, RKS-FMS Purple 18” W x 48”L x 1 1/2” - $95.00
UL approved, adjustable to most any grooming
chute, powder coated, easy to put up and take
down, provides light like you have never had SULLIVAN'S LAKESIDE LIGHTS
before. Attaches easily to your fitting chute. No heat, 24-volt lights that chase the shadows
away. The highest quality LED crystals on the
Available in Black, Blue, Green, Pink, and
market for the best over all lighting.
Red. Please specify colour when ordering.
Includes: 2, 65” light bar; 60W power
RK-CBLC - $295.00
transformer; 1, 3-W; 9 velcro straps;
& 1 PVC shipping/carrying case.
RKS-LSLS Starter Kit - $525.00
RKS-LSLD Deluxe Kit - $1040.00

CHUTE BRIGHT LITE II
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Newest version of the Chute Bright Lite, and easily snaps to any grooming chute.
Built of durable aluminum and UL approved. Available with attachable brackets.
RK-CBL2 - $250.00

STALL DISPLAYS
ALL
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SIGN HOLDER
S/S SQUARE STALL DIVIDERS

Aluminum stall dividers made of square tubing with mesh on the bottom
to hold bedding in place. Dividers can be nailed to the front of the stall.
Measures 8’ in length. Also available in a “Shorty” stall divider - split up
your cattle in between your stall display.
RKS-SDA Aluminum - $475.00
RKS-DSH Shorty Aluminum 48” x 43” - $275.00
RKS-SDF Aluminum Stall Divider Feet - $27.20

Fit into Sullivan square stall dividers.
Also work great for hanging farm signs.
Available in Aluminum.
RKS-ASH Aluminum Square - $89.00

PLASTIC PEDIGREE SIGNS

B

A

B

C

D

E

These durable and reusable signs are 0.060”
thick, 12” high and 18” wide. Two 1/4 holes
pre-punched making it easy for hanging.
Equipped with blue lettering that is screen
printed on the white material.
Custom signs available.
RK-PEDS Signs - $10.50
JK-PPSH 12 Hanger Pack - $6.00
RK-PPM Marking Pens - $7.50

RK SINGLE HEAD TIE
ALUMINUM FRONT STALL PANELS

Being fully functional and fancy, you can use these in any
place in the barn, or out at tie outs! Height of each panel is
66” The side stall dividers (sold separately)securely fasten
to the front panels to create a sturdy tie for your cattle at
any height. All pieces sold separately.

Easily nails to a wall to enable you to tie the
head up. Each head tie will only hold one animal.
RK-SHT - $45.50

A - RKS-AFP58 Expandable 5’ to 8’ - $789.00
B - RKS-AFP8 Solid 8’ panel - $610.00

F

C - RKS-AFPHT Head Tie Bracket - $22.00
D - RKS-AFPCB “C” Attachment Bracket - $25.50
E - RKS-AFPFB Fan Stand Bracket for front stalls - $36.00

G

F - RKS-AFHA Fork Holder Attachment - $29.50
G - RKS-ASHB Ranch Sign Holder Attachment - $28.00

RUBBER MATS

Works well for your cattle display. Place on front
half of the stall to prevent cattle from pawing
up the bedding. Also works excellent as a
trailer mat. 5.5’, 11’ or 22’ lengths available.
RK-RM5 5.5’ Mat - $75.00
RK-RM11 11’ Mat - $125.00
RK-RM22 22’ Mat - $250.00
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FANS & COOLING PRODUCTS
ALL

SULLIVAN'S TURBO FAN

Some fans claim to blow air, but it’s the
speed of air velocity that is important
for cooling and improving hair growth
in show animals. The special 3-wing
blade is now stronger and has a more
powerful motor, pre-engineered to
work in unison, producing more air
velocity than any other livestock fan.
RKS-TF24 24” - $399.00
RKS-TBFC Replacement Cord - $ 65.00

SULLIVAN'S TURBO FAN

Some fans claim to blow air, but it’s the
speed of air velocity that is important
for cooling and improving hair growth
in show animals. The special 3-wing
blade is now available in a red powder
coating. Please allow for 2 weeks for
pre-order.
RKS-TFR24 24” - $430.00

SULLIVAN'S SHOWBARN FAN
ARCTIC CHILL

This newly designed, durable, black
steel misting ring will turn your fan into
a cool, comfortable oasis during the
summer heat! Fan sold separately.
RKS-ARC - $69.50
EP
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The ShowBarn fan is specifically designed
for your livestock show barn. It runs quiet
and its air flow is dispersed in a wider air
pattern. Its super efficient, heavy duty 1/2
horsepower ball bearing motor draws only 4
amps. The front hinged cage opens to provide
easy access to clean grime from blades.
RKS-SBFAN - $439.00

MISTING FILTER

This 3-stage carbon phosphate filter
suspends particles that could clog
nozzles. A must for all misting systems.
RKS-MF - $32.00

TOTALLY TUNED FAN STAND TRUCK

Constructed of heavy duty 1.25” square tubing
for the utmost stability and durability. It holds
two 24” fans at a fixed height. The large air-less
wheels roll easily across rough surfaces. Equipped
with convenient comb holders on the back of the cart.
Fans sold separately.
RKS-STTFST - $329.00
RKS-STTFSTG- $369.00
New Ground two piece fan stand truck

2-PIECE FAN STAND

Set up or take down in minutes. Height is adjustable.
Made of 1 1/2” square tubing, and holds up to two
24” fans. Fans sold separately.
RKS-2PFS - $120.00
RKS-BRACKET Fan/Wall Mount Brackets-$22.00

TRIANGLE FAN HANGER

Mounts fans to walls, posts or ceilings.
Adjustable pivot allows you to aim the
fan in your desired direction.
RKS-TFH - $58.50

SULLIVAN'S FAN CAGE
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FAN BRACKET HANGER

Easily hangs a fan from a 2x4
or rafter. Fan sold separately.
RKS-FBH - $21.50

This cage has 2 stall dividers, 4 front head ties, 4 fan hangers, 2 front bars,
2 rear "L" bars, 2 extension tubes, 4 feet and 12 black knobs. Extends from 8’ to
15’. Holds 1-4 head. Is easy to set-up and tear-down at shows. Front height is
6’ 2” and back height is 6’ 7” tall. Fans sold separately.
RKS-FCA Aluminum- $1475.00
RKS-SDF Aluminum Stall Divider Feet - $27.20
RKS-RFCAE Aluminum Rear Fan Cage Assembly - $370.00
RKS-FCAE Aluminum Fan Cage Extension - $625.00
(Expands fan cage from 15' to 30')

BUCKETS & ACCESSORIES
ALL

BK - BLACK

SULLIVAN'S FEED PANS

This large feed pan holds 22 quarts of feed. Ideal for holding today’s large show ration. The wide
bottom prevents spilling/tipping and the wide handles benefit carrying ease! Available in Red,
Purple, Blue, Forest Green, Lime Green, Black, Pink, Orange Teal,and Maroon. Please
specify size and colour when ordering.
RKS-FP 22 Quart - $23.00
TE - TEAL

BL - BLUE

BK - BLACK

PR - PURPLE

R - RED

OR - ORANGE

PK - PINK

FG- FOREST GREEN

LG - LIME GREEN

MR - MAROON

SULLIVAN'S SMART BUCKET

This easy to carry flat-sided bucket rests flat against a wall when watering animals.
Its molded spout is made for easy pouring. Available in Red, Purple, Blue, Forest Green,
Lime Green, Black, Pink, Orange, Teal and Maroon.
RK-FBB20 20 Quart - $23.00
TE - TEAL

R - RED

PR - PURPLE

PK - PINK

BL - BLUE
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OR - ORANGE

MR - MAROON

LG - LIME GREEN

FG - FOREST GREEN

WATER PURIFIER

This is an ingenious tool that removes chlorine
and other harmful elements from your water.
The perfect product to keep your animal
drinking while on the show road.
RKS-WP - $82.00

RAPID BUCKET HEATER

15 QUART FEED BUCKET

8 QUART BUCKET

This one-piece poly bucket has smooth
rounded edges and a molded-in handle
for easy carrying. Hooks onto any 2x4
board or similar structure. Available in
Forest Green, Red and Blue. Please
specify colour when ordering.
RK-FB15 15 Quart - $21.00

MINI FEEDER

Ideal for individual pen feeding. The
Mini-Feeder hangs on rails up to 1.5” wide
and can hold up to 5lbs of loose feed.
Available in Red, Blue, Lime Green,
Pink and Green. Please specify colour
when ordering.
RK-MF6 Mini Feeder - $17.50

Small enough to fit in a bucket and heats
each gallon of water in 10 minutes.
RKS-RBH - $84.00

The Flat-Black fits more compactly for hanging
against a wall or fence, and makes hauling
heavy loads a lot easier. These buckets
are made of polyethylene resin that is impact
resistant, protects against warping, and helps
prevent stress cracks. This bucket features
a heavy-duty wire bail with notch for hanging.
Available in an assortment of colours.
RK-FBB8 8 Quart - $12.50

FEED SCOOP

Faultless feed scoop with a 5 pint
capacity. Made of polyethylene.
Assorted colours available.
RK-FS - $9.50
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SHOW RING SUPPLIES
ALL
CARBON FIBER SHOW STICK

The most elite show stick on the market
today! Constructed of high-end carbon
fiber material commonly used for aerospace
parts. Carbon fiber is 5x stronger than
steel, yet features a feather light feel. 25%
lighter than aluminum sticks! Available
in Black & Silver. Please specify size
and colour when ordering.
RKS-SSCF54 Medium 54” - $72.50
Black or Silver

O: ORANGE 54” & 60”

LG: LIME GREEN 48”, 54” & 60”

PU: PURPLE 54” & 60”

PI: PINK 54” & 60”

BL: BLUE 48”, 54” & 60”

RKS-SSCF60 Large 60” - $72.50
Black or Silver

R: RED 54”& 60”

RKS-SSCF68 XLarge 68” - $72.50
Black Only

TOTAL GRIP SHOW STICK

This all black show stick includes top to bottom coverage of
Sullivan’s Texturized Grip. Features a black tip making it a
very sleek design. Please specify size when ordering.
RKS-TGSS54 Medium 54” - $48.00
RKS-TGSS60 Large 60” - $48.00
RKS-TGSS68 XLarge 68” - $52.50

BK: BLACK 36”, 48”, 54”, 60” & 68”

S: SILVER 48”, 54”, 60” & 68”

T: TEAL 54”& 60”

C: CORAL 54”& 60”

M: MOSSY 54”& 60”

T: TREAD 54”& 60”

GA: GREEN AZTEC 54”& 60”

BL: BLACK LACE 54”& 60”

PV: PLUMB VINTAGE 54”& 60”

COLOURED SHOW STICK

Available in Silver, Black,
Red, Blue, Pink, Purple,
Lime Green, Orange, Teal
and Coral. Sizes available
are Small 48”, Medium 54”,
Large 60”. Please specify size
and colour when ordering.
RKS-SSC Show Stick - $25.00

2 PIECE STICK

Medium 54”. Black only
RKS-54BK2 - $42.00

EXTRA LARGE STICK
Silver or Black, 68”
RKS-SS - $26.50

BUCKET CALF STICK
Great for the little show person.
Black only. 36”
RKS-36BK - $25.50

ON THE WILD SIDE
SHOW STICK

Available in Mossy Oak,
Diamond Tread Plate,
Green Aztec, Paisley,
Plum Vintage Floral,
and Polka Dots.
Comes in Medium 54”,
and Large 60”.
Colours may vary.
RKS-WSS Show Stick - $38.00

PD: POLKA DOTS 54”& 60”

COMB HOLDER
ADJUSTABLE EXHIBITOR HARNESS

Adjustable elastic waist and fully adjustable
shoulder straps allow for the perfect fit.
XSmall, Small, Medium/Large, XLarge;
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-HARN Black Only- $19.00
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Holds combs for exhibitors who don’t have pockets.
Clips on or slips on to your belt. Black leather only.
RKS-RCH Black Leather - $16.50

S/S ROCKY NUMBER CLIP

This leather number clip can be clipped onto a
pocket or used with a belt. Black leather only.
RKS-EC Black - $16.50

HALTERS & LEADS
ALL
RK TOP NOTCH ROLLED NOSE LEATHER SHOW HALTER

Designed to fit the contours of your animal. The halter has a fine
square buckle that doesn’t distract from the animals appearance.
Comes with an extra strong but fine chain for control of smaller animals,
and a thicker chain for extra control of your larger animals. A complete
halter designed to meet both dairy and beef needs. Available in
Black or Brown, and made of quality leather. Please specify colour
and size when ordering. Replacement parts available.
RK-TNHXXS XXSmall 200-500lbs - $59.95
HA
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RK-TNHXS XSmall 350-650lbs - $62.00
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RK-TNHL Large 1400-1650lbs - $65.00
E
HER
RK-TNHXL XLarge 1650lbs and up - $68.00
RK-LEADTN Lead - $24.50
RK-CROWN Crown Straps - $20.00

SHOWMAN GRIP LEAD
S/S STREAMLINE ROLLED NOSE
LEATHER HALTER

This refined design is rolled all the way around
the ears. This halter has no buckle on the show
side of the animal. It is especially attractive
and more feminine on beef heifers or dairy
cattle. Available in Black or Brown. Please
specify colour and size when ordering.
RKS-LHXS XSmall 350-750lbs - $56.00
RKS-LHS Small 650-1000lbs - $56.00
RKS-LHM Medium 850-1400lbs - $57.50
RKS-LHL Large 1400-1650lbs - $59.50
RKS-LEADST Lead - $27.00

A comfortable polymer blend lead grip for the showmen.
This is a leather lead with a chain exposed 6” from the lead.
RKS-SGL - 35.50

PRONG SHOW LEAD

Designed for training and for show day to help
control hard to handle animals.
RKS-PSH - $31.50

S/S COVERED LEAD

Works well if your animal is nervous with the sound
of the chain. The strong polymer blend material will
not fray or become tacky.
RKS-CCL - $35.50

NOSE LEAD STRAP

For use with nose rings. Available in Black Leather, Brown
Leather or Black Nylon. Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-NLS - $15.50

SPRING LOCK NOSE LEAD

Spring type lead holds nose piece closed when
attached to animal. Overall length is 4 1/2”
RK-SLNL - $22.50

CRUISE CONTROL HALTER/ EMERGENCY
BREAKING CABLE

The Cruise Control model can be used on cattle with
a milder attitude who have smaller issues such as
leading or holding their head high. This halter will
not aggrevate or irritate the animal in any way. The
Emergency Breaking Cable is developed for those
calves that really need an attitude adjustment. It
will put the brakes on those with a bad attitude.
THIS IS NOT A BREAKING HALTER.
RK-CRUS Cruise Control - $54.50
RK-EBCH Emergency Break- $54.50

AUTOMATIC NOSE LEAD

Auto lock feature, easy application or removal.
Overall length is 3 3/4”
RK-ANL - $37.50

BULL RINGS

5 sizes available.
RK-BR31 Small (5/16” x 2 1/2”) - $11.00
RK-BR53 Medium (3/8” x 3”) - $13.50
RK-BR253 Large (7/16” x 3 1/2”) - $19.50
RK-BR33 Dairy Style (5/16” x 3”) - $16.50
RK-BR250 Dairy Style L (3/8” x 3 1/2”) - $21.00
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HALTERS
ALL

Lime Green & Black

Maroon & White Tracer

Blue & White Tracer

Lime Green & Pink

Blue and Grey

Green & White Tracer

Black &Teal

Orange, Pink & Teal

Red & White Tracer

Black & Purple

Green Blue & Grey

Purple & White Tracer

Purple & Lime Green

Blue, Teal & Grey

Pink & White Tracer

Black & Teal Tracer

All Black

Black & White Tracer

Black & Purple Tracer

Black & Red Tracer

SULLIVAN'S ROPE HALTERS

These quality hand made rope halters offer an extra
foot of rope, making them 13’ in length and 1/2” thick.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RKS-RH Single - $7.95
RKS-RH6 Bundle of 6 of one colour - $47.50

SULLIVAN'S NECK TIES

Adjustable to fit any animal, a security hold for your animal.
Please specify colour when ordering.
Replacement parts are available.
RKS-NT Single - $10.50
RKS-NT6 Bundle of 6 of one colour - $61.00

RK SLIDE RING ROPE HALTER
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Ring allows rope to slide back and forth
through the eye of the halter. Prevents
halter from staying tight on the nose
and jaw of calf while halter breaking.
RKS-SRRH Halter - $12.00

CALF SIZED HALTERS

Black, Blue w/ White Tracer, and Lime Green.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-CRH Halter - $6.00

NOSE, NECK & EAR PADS

Prevents chafing that can occur from prolonged halter
use. The velcro helps to make it easy to take on and off.
RKS-NP Black Single - $8.00
Call for custom pricing

HEAVY DUTY NOSE LEAD

Strong, sturdy iron construction. Overall
length is 8”. Comfortable 6” handle.
RK-HDNLC With Chain - $16.50
RK-HDNL Without Chain - $15.50
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BREAKING HALTER

Takes the headache out of halter
breaking stubborn cattle.
RK-BHM Medium 400-950lbs - $66.50
RK-BHL Large 950-1400lbs - $66.50

RK CALF BREAKING DONKEY COLLAR
Leather collar used on donkeys
when halter breaking cattle.
RK-CBDC - $49.50

COMBS & BRUSHES
ALL

NYLON CONTROL HALTER

Designed to be left on your show cattle.
This halter has a choker chain and
chin piece with a ring for attaching
a lead strap. Available in Blue & Black
Small (350-600lbs)
Medium(750-1200lbs)
Large (950-1500lbs)
RK-NCH - $32.99

COTTON CONTROL HALTER

Made of 3/8” cotton with choker chain and
leather nose band. Sizes available in
Calf (450-800lbs),
Yearling (750-1200lbs)
Cow (950-1500lbs).
RK-CCHL With Leather - $42.50
RK-CCH Without Leather - $34.00

TURN OUT HALTER

Turn out halters are made of
1” double thick sewn nylon web.
Available in Calf, Heifer, Cow
and Bull. Colours: Blue & Black
RK-TOH - $22.50

REMEMBER ...
ALWAYS KEEP ROTO BRUSHES
AWAY FROM TAILS!

S/S STAGGERED OR MINI STAGGERED BRISTLE

the daily show barn roto brush!
The Staggered Bristle Roto Brush has rows with staggered lengths of
bristles, one row being long, the next row being 1/4” shorter. The short cut
rows allow the long bristles to work deeper into the hair. This invigorates
gentle stimulation to the hair base for new hair growth and faster hair
training. The mini (purple) is 32% shorter and 11% smaller diameter
compared to the full sized roto brush. Excellent for use on smaller
animals and easier to handle for a younger person.
RKS-SBRB - $28.00		
RKS-MRF Mini- $18.00

S/S ROTO FLUFFER

the ultimate show day roto brush!
This fluffer has two styles of bristles into its aluminum
body - 1st being 3/4" soft flex bristles made for
ultimate separation and lift, the 2nd being 1/4" fiber
bristles to provide an even fluff without making the
hair or wool wavy. It’s best used for clipping, fitting,
displaying and show day preparation.
RKS-RFB Fluffer - $32.50

LONG BRISTLE BRUSH
SHORT BRISTLE BRUSH

Designed to work like a rice root
brush with only synthetic bristles.
RKS-BB Each - $12.50

TAIL CLAMPS

A galvanized tail holder that
prevents the tail from slapping.
RK-TC - $16.50

4” long soft bristles that are great for giving that
final “sweep” before entering the show ring.
RK-LBB Each - $22.00

SULLIVAN'S RICE ROOT MIX BRUSH

The Sullivan’s Rice Root Mix brush bristles contain
1/2 rice root and 1/2 synthetic bristles to help stand up
to continuous use. The bristles are trimmed to 1 3/4” for
long lasting firmness. DO NOT soak your Sullivan’s
rice root brushes, as they are already pre-soaked.
Please specify size when ordering.
RKS-RRL Large 8”L x 2 5/8 W - $32.50 		
RKS-RRM Medium 7”L x 2 1/2 W - $32.50

SULLIVAN'S HORSE HAIR

Great for building legs and tail heads.
RKS-HH 6oz. Bundle - $42.50

SULLIVAN'S TAIL BAG 2.0

Use the tail bags to protect your calf’s tail when
using the roto brush. The NEW 2.0 version features
velcro for that extra hold.
RKS-TB2.0 Each - $24.00
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S/S SMART SCRUB BRUSH

This durable brush with added length and
strap openings make it a comfortable fit
for any sized hand.
RKS-SSSB - $7.95

MASSAGE BRUSH

The massage brush flexes to the body contours,
removing deep seeded dirt and loose hair.
Great for washing livestock and training hair.
Available in Red, Blue and Purple.
RK-MBFC - $5.00

SULLIVAN'S SMART SENSATION BRUSH

The Smart Sensation Brush gently massages the hide to
stimulate blood flow. This releases the natural oils from
the skin to coat the hair and promote healthy hair growth.
RKS-SSB 7 Row - $33.50
RKS-SSBXL XL 10 Row - $37.50

SULLIVAN'S FLEX BRUSH

A flexible brush with a comfortable, adjustable
nylon strap and exact same pliable teeth as
the massage brush. Great for washing
and training the hair.
RKS-FB - $18.00

CURRY COMBS

Reversible, steel curry comb with 4 circular
bands, double faced with sharp teeth on one
side, round on the other. Square style also
available. Designed to remove hair and dirt.
RK-CC Round - $12.50
RK-CCS Square - $16.50

THE BRUSH FOR THIN HAIRED CATTLE

SULLIVAN'S SMART CURVE BRUSH

The newest twist to the popular Smart Sensation delivers
even more stimulation to the skin and adds body to
the hair, making it a hair growth MUST HAVE. Best for
dull, lifeless hair that needs that extra volume due to
the lack of a base coat.
RKS-SSSC - $32.50

S/S DUALLY SHEDDING COMB

The stainless steel rounded teeth gently
grab and pull out the dead undercoat
without harming the good hair. The dually
shedding comb features both the wide
spaced teeth for woolly hair and the
narrow spaced teeth for medium hair.
RKS-DHSC Each - $66.50

S/S THICK SHEDDING COMB

The Thick Coat Shedding Comb has 5”
wide head with extra 5mm spaced teeth
enabling it to penetrate deep into thick
woolly hair. Also available: Medium Coat
Hair Shedding Comb - 3mm spaced teeth,
great for medium hair coats.
RKS-THS Thick Shedding Comb - $34.00
RKS-HSC Medium Shedding Comb-$34.00

SULLIVAN'S 360° SMART BRUSH

The 360° Smart Brush is a daily hair care tool made to create
a complete 360° of hair lift. With its 945 soft teeth, the
brush easily glides through every curvature making sure
no hair is left lifeless. With its soft plastic bristles, this
brush also massages the hide to create circulation to
promote better hair growth. Now available in the mini!
RKS-DSC Original - $46.00 		
RKS-DSCM Mini - $33.50

HORSE HAIR BRUSH

A soft brush for giving that final “sweep” over
your animals coat just before entering the ring.
RKS-HHB Each - $17.85

OFF-SET SCISSORS
RK-OSS - $29.00
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SWEDISH TAIL COMB
RK-STC - $13.50

FUTURE FORK

Constructed of high
impact plastic.
RK-FF - $34.50

COMBS
ALL

SULLIVAN'S TEFLON COMBS
SULLIVAN'S SMART COMB OR FLUFFER

A new twist to the popular Smart comb, this new
style handle provides a comfortable grip that colour
coordinates with the Fluffer or Comb blade.
Available in Black, Purple, Teal, & Lime Green.
RKS-SFPG Fluffer - $27.50
RKS-SCPG Comb - $27.50

The Teflon coating allows the comb to glide through the hair
easily making gluing a breeze. Available as 9” comb, fluffer
or double stuff. Handles have a texturized grip.
A) RKS-TFCG Comb - $55.50
DON’T FORG
B) RKS-TFFG Fluffer - $55.50
ET TO
SPRAY TEFL
C) RKS-TFDSG Double Stuff - $76.50
ON COMBS
WITH FINA
D) RKS-TFMC 6" Comb - $56.75
L BLOOM
TO SEASON
RKS-TFMF 6" Fluffer - $56.75
THEM
BEFORE US
ING!

A

B

C

D

S/S PLASTIC COMBS

The Smart Comb is a multi-tasking, yet lightweight
comb with interchangeable blades that securely snap
in and out of the plastic handle, allowing you to pick
which blade you need at any given time! Choose from
a 9" comb, a Fluffer blade, or a Skip tooth blade.
Each sold separately. Comes with a flat handle.
RKS-SCPC Comb - $19.50
RKS-SCPF Fluffer - $19.50
RKS-SCPST Skip Tooth - $19.50

S/S STIMULATOR FLUFFER

This comb is the everyday comb. Great
for a professional or beginner.
RKS-SFW Wooden Handle - $27.00
RKS-SFAH Aluminum Handle - $27.00

S/S SMART COMB

6" available in Teal w/ Black. Fluffer
available in Purple w/ Black. Please
specify colour when ordering.
RKS-6SC Teal Comb - $22.50
RKS-6FC Purple Fluffer - $22.50

USE WIPES TO CLEAN
YOUR COMBS!
$8.50
LL FOR
LEASE GIVE US A CA
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G
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!
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S/S BLUNT TOOTH COMB

The blunt tooth comb has a larger
diameter tooth with rounded tips for
a more gentle combing on the body.
RKS-BTW Wooden Handle - $30.50
RKS-BTA Aluminum Handle - $32.00
RKS-6A Aluminum Handle
6” Blunt tooth (not pictured)- $24.50

S/S BLUNT TOOTH FLUFFER

The blunt tooth fluffer has a larger
diameter tooth with rounded tips for
a more gentle pop of the guard hairs.
RKS-BTFW Wooden Handle - $32.00
RKS-BTFA Aluminum Handle - $32.00

S/S 9" COMB

“The Ultimate Comb for Showmen”.
The difference is in the details, 30%
stronger and finer teeth!
RKS-9CW Wooden Handle - $33.00
RKS-9CA Aluminum Handle - $33.00

S/S FLUFFER

The ORIGINAL fluffer! This comb is
great for use on thick haired cattle.
The short teeth pop out the guard
hairs and prevent lines.
RKS-FW Wooden Handle - $34.00
RKS-FA Aluminum Handle - $36.00
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THE BEST CLEANSING
SHAMPOO ON THE MARKET!

RK PURE SPARKLING SUDS

A mild shampoo perfect for use on sensitive skin.
Will not leave the skin dried out or irritated.
Leaves hair feeling soft, sleek and clean.
RK-PSSQ Quart - $10.95
RK-PSSC Case - $131.40
RK-PSSG Gallon - $28.50
RK-PSSGC Case - $114.00

SULLIVAN'S VITA HAIR VOLUMIZER SHAMPOO

The shampoo is formulated with natural plant-based proprietary surfactant
technology which creates an opposite acting polar electrical charge within
each hair strand. This pushes every hair follicle apart and prevents the hair
from sticking together, making each hair follicle stand on end for a noticeable
difference in hair volume and body. Designed to be used with a foamer.
RKS-VHVQ Quart - $19.50
RKS-VHVG Gallon - $49.50
RKS-VHV5G 5 Gallon - $236.00

SULLIVANS HYDRATOR
NOURISHING CONDITIONER

SULLIVAN'S REJUVENATE SHAMPOO

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an olive
oil, pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin package
that leaves the skin on all species silky smooth.
This makes the perfect non-degreasing
shampoo. Rejuvenate cleans while leaving key
natural oils in place to preserve the skin and hide.
RKS-REJU Quart - $19.50

Scientifically formulated hydrating, and nourishing
conditioner. This formula uses the hair and skins natural oil
make-up to effectively replenish natural oils, and vitamins
back into the hair. This promotes the best hide and hair
health, as well as growth and strength.
RKS-HNCQ Quart- $19.95
APPLY WITH FOAMER!
RKS-HNCG Gallon - $49.95

SULLIVAN'S BRIGHT LIGHTS
WHITENING SHAMPOO

This is a fantastic highlighting
shampoo for enhancing and
whitening hair. Sullivan's Bright
Lights brightens white hair,
intensifies colours of the coat,
and shampoos away yellow tinted,
faded or stained hair. It leaves
the coat with a beautiful luster.
RKS-BL - $17.50

SULLIVAN'S KNOCK OUT

A powerful stain remover that
has a unique biodegradable
formula. Can break through
the bond on dirt, grime, feces,
dust, and stains on hair, wool
and skin. Simply spray directly
onto the stained area, brush
it through and blow out!
RKS-KOQ Quart - $29.95
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SULLIVAN'S STAIN
BUSTER SHAMPOO

Sullivan's Stain Buster is an
extra strength liquid bluing
shampoo which cleans hair
that has been severely stained
from urine or manure. Gets
the hair white again! A ready
to use product.
RKS-SB - $21.00

SULLIVAN'S NATURAL WHITE

Uniquely designed to enhance the skin, hair, and
wool of all livestock, leaving the animal with
a lighter and brighter appearance. It is a dye-free
whitening shampoo, infused with coconut oil
that can be used daily. Use with a foamer!
RKS-NWQ Quart - $23.00
RKS-NWG Gallon - $73.00

SULLIVAN'S EZ CLEAN
WATERLESS SHAMPOO
This waterless shampoo
is formulated for show
animals. Sullivan's EZ
Clean is ideal when the
weather does not permit
a regular washing. This
shampoo does not require
rinsing. Great for sheep,
cattle, horses, pigs, goats,
and many other species.
RKS-EZC - $18.00

FOAMER

This heavy duty foamer features a quick attach
nozzle for attachment to any garden hose. Fill
the foamer with your favourite Shampoo to get
started. The foamer will regulate the application
of the product for you!
RK-EZF Foamer - $39.50
RK-RT Replacement On/Off Valve - $5.50
RK-RV Replacement Connection End-$10.00

GROOMING AIDS/COLLARS
*ALL METHYLENE CHLORIDE FREE!

SULLIVAN'S PRIME TIME

SULLIVAN'S TAIL ADHESIVE

The strongest show day adhesive with
holding power that is ideal for medium
length, thinner hair types. It creates body
and volume with the clear, natural look you
demand. Prime Time will perform in all types
of weather - winter, spring, summer or fall. It
holds hair firmly in place and will not "wilt" or fall
down in humidity. Dries completely and leaves
the hair crisp so it can be easily clipped. A
natural look with a little more holding power.
RKS-PT Each - $12.75
RKS-PTC Case - $153.00

The strongest adhesive for hard to hold stubborn or
coarse hair. It has unmatched holding power for flat
lying, hard to hold hair on legs and when shaping the
tail ball. You can depend on Tail Adhesive to dry
completely and hold its firm shape in all types of
weather with no fall-down when Touch-Ups are
applied. It is tremendous for creating a thicker
appearing hair follicle by simply spraying light coats,
and repeating after each coat has dried until the
desired look has been achieved. Remove easily
with Sullivan's Hocus Pocus or RK Pure Remove It.
RKS-TA Each - $12.75
RKS-TAC Case - $153.00

SULLIVAN'S HOCUS POCUS

ALL

A great product used for the safe and effective
removal of show-day preparation. Simply
spray on, rub in, and shampoo.
RKS-HP Each - $14.00
RKS-HPC Case - $168.00
RKS-HPW Wipes - $8.50

RK PURE REMOVE IT

Safely removes paint, adhesives and other show day
grooming preparations. Helps make clean-up quick
and easy. Should be washed out with RK Pure
Sparkling Suds Shampoo. Contains no harsh
chemicals. Fresh orange scent.
RK-PRI 32oz. - $24.00
RK-PRIC Case - $288.00

SULLIVAN'S ESKIMO THROW TOWEL

This towel is a great way to cool off any animal. To activate the cooling technology,
simply wet the towel and ring out. Holding each towel by each side, snap it 3-5 times and it
is ready for use. The dual fabric tehcnology cools the towel with the more air flow it receives.
RKS-ETT - $28.50

S/S SHOW CATTLE SWEATS

The bonding of this advanced microfiber neoprene
with the velvet knit fabric creates more sweating
results that any other product. Dramatic results in
just 3-5 days! Please specify size when ordering.
RKS-MSCSS SM (330-650lbs 12”x45”) - $63.00
RKS-MSCSM MD (550-1000lbs 15”x45”)-$65.00
RKS-MSCSL L (750-1500lbs 22”x45”) - $78.00
RKS-MSCSXL XL(1500lbs+ 22”x54”) - $84.00

ESKIMO COOLING COLLAR

Using the same material as our
Eskimo Throw Cooling Towel the
Eskimo Cooling Collar is made to
easily fit to your calf’s neck with
quick secure Velcro straps. Simply
wet down towel, place around animals’
neck and leave under the fan. The
fans air flow will instantly activate
the cooling properties of the collar.
RKS-ECC-$38.00

ARTIC ICE PACK

A fast, efficient way to cool
down your animal. Use 30
minutes prior to showing or
daily heat. Soak in ice water
for 30-60 minutes
RKS-AIP - $89.00
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SULLIVAN'S FLARE

Sullivan's Flare amplifies hair dimension
and shine without weighing the hair down.
Works on all hair types in all temperatures.
RKS-FLARE Can - $8.50

SULLIVAN'S SHOCK

The best show day hair product ever used! Shock that lifeless, flat show day hair back to life with Sullivan’s Shock! With a mixture of all
natural ingredients, this product creates a show day hair pop and adds shine like no other without that oily residue! Just spray
on clean dry hair, comb in and dry with your blower for 5-10 minutes! This product is also great before clipping to help
make the hair stand on end for a smoother, cleaner clip.
RKS-SHOK Quart - $42.50
RKS-SHOKG Gallon - $145.00

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE
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Restores natural oils and nutrients to
the skin and hair coat to bring life
and vigor to dull, dry hair. Designed to
stimulate circulation within the scalp
to increase nutrient absorption into
the hair follicles for faster, healthier
hair growth. Overall a great product to
promote a healthy and beautiful coat.
RKS-RRE Can - $13.95		
RKS-RREC Case - $167.50

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE LITE

Lighter and more refined than the original Revive, this formula
doesn’t weigh the hair down. Great for warmer weather when
the hair is thinner. New science breakthrough for fresh
healthy hydrated skin and hair!
RKS-RREL Can - $13.95
RKS-RRELC Case - $167.50

HANDY AEROSOL TRIGGER

This handy sprayer helps to create a
consistent and easy flow with spray cans.
Great for the showman with smaller hands.
RKS-HSAT - $8.75
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SULLIVAN'S FOAM

SULLIVAN'S FINAL BLOOM

Fantastic oil with a pleasant scent, this will
help to freshen up your animals hair. This light
show day oil delivers an amazing, deep shine
to body hair. Less grease with all the shine
you need! Spray on immediately before
entering the show. No need to wash out!
RKS-FBLO Can 11oz. - $12.75
RKS-FBLOC Case - $153.00

SULLIVAN'S FINAL BLOOM HANDY CAN
RKS-FBLHC Handy Can 6.5oz. - $11.95
RKS-FBLHCC Handy Can Case - $143.00

SULLIVAN'S FINAL ACCENT

This light show day oil delivers an
amazing deep shine to body hair. Spray
on immediately before entering the show.
RKS-FAB Bottle - $22.50

A multi-purpose grooming product to
give extra holding power to the body hair.
Creates a thicker appearance to the hair.
RKS-SFM Can - $13.50
RKS-SFMC Case - $162.00

RK TOP GUN

An all purpose stock show sprayer.
RKS-TG Set - $10.00
RKS-SPRAY Sprayer Only - $8.00

GROOMING AIDS
ALL

SULLIVAN'S KLEEN SHEEN

Helps to build hair strength and
contains a hair and skin conditioner.
This makes a fantastic hair care
conditioning formula to produce
healthy, well trained hair with that
ultra shine. Perfect for daily hair
care, clipping and show day
grooming. Spray over entire body
once a day, every day. No need
for washing out.
RKS-KS Quart - $19.00
RKS-KSG Gallon - $44.00
RKS-KS5G 5 Gallon- $208.00

SULLIVAN'S DOUBLE DIP

Your every day skin and hair conditioner.
Promotes healthy coats, stops flaking,
conditions skin, eliminates and cuts
through soap left in the hair. Spray in
once daily for healthier skin and hair.
Requires no washing out.
RKS-DD Gallon - $38.00
RKS-DDC Case of 4 - $152.00

S/S RELAX HAIR STRAIGHTENER

Softens and straightens hair to its full length.
Use Relax in the final days leading up to a
show, when clipping, and on show day. Helps
to give your animal better hair body and “pop”
RKS-RHS Can - $14.50
RKS-RHSCA Case - $174.00

SHAPLEY'S ORIGINAL M-T-G

Use as a leave-in conditioner/detangler
and for promoting mane and tail growth. Can
also be used to treat skin problems, girth
itch, dandruff control and tail rubbing.
RKK-MTG - $28.50

RK PURE MAGIK SHEEN

Use to give shine and body to the
hair. Can be used as a daily care
hair program. Just spray on hair,
and work with rice root brush or
blower. The best daily hair product
on the market.
RK-PMS Quart - $15.50
RK-PMSG Gallon - $39.50

SULLIVAN'S SURE COAT

A flake free formula that utilizes natural oils for feeding
the hair follicle. The nutrient molecules in this product
are easily absorbed by the hair shaft, promoting quick
hair growth and healthy skin.
- Promotes hair growth in a flake free formula
- Natural oils geared for feeding hair follicle
- Natural oils include Coconut Oil, Jojoba Oil,
Lanolin, and Tea Tree Oil
RKS-SURECQ Quart - $48.50			
RKS-SURECG Gallon - $154.00

SULLIVAN'S PURPLE OIL

Old time ahesive remover.
RKS-POQ Quart - $15.50
RKS-POG Gallon - $44.50

SULLIVAN'S MINERAL OIL

A lightweight oil administered orally to help animals
relieve bloat. Also used by Ultra Sound Technicians
when scanning cattle. Great for keeping hair from
getting dry in the colder months.
RKS-MO Quart- $13.00

70% ALCOHOL

Available in quarts.
RKS-AQ Quart - $12.50

S/S RUSS'S RAG OIL

A tremendous product to promote
beautiful coats. Use as a skin and hair
conditioner to restore natural oils, bring
life to dull hair, and control flaking skin.
RKS-ROQ Quart - $39.50

S/S LINIMENT HAIR STIMULATOR

This fantastic hair stimulator chills the hide to make the
hair stand on end. Use as a hair popper for clipping,
working hair at shows, or for show day. This contains no
harsh acetones to damage the hair like other liniments. Mix
1/3 of the Liniment with 2/3 of another grooming product
like RK Magik Sheen or Kleen Sheen for best results
RKS-LHS - $24.00
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SULLIVAN TOUCH-UPS
ALL
SAME COVERAGE QUALITY AND HAIR-LIKE FEATURES AS THE FAMOUS SULLIVAN'S BLACK FINISHER!
THESE COLOURS ARE QUICK DRYING AS WELL AS HAVING THE MOST NATURAL LOOKING COLOUR MATCH! COLOURS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL BREEDS JERSEY, AYRSHIRE, SHORTHORNS, SIMMENTAL, ANGUS, CHAROLAIS, LIMOUSIN, HEREFORDS AND MUCH MORE! ALSO GREAT FOR USE ON EQUINE!

SULLIVAN'S BLACK FINISHER

Sullivan’s Black Finisher delivers the deepest, most natural black appearance
that we have ever seen. Its bright black colour and natural shine matches the
natural black colour of body hair. Black Finisher gives you great coverage and
build-up on the hair without breaking down adhesives and leg builders. Black
Finisher is applied as the last step in the leg building process. The number
one choice of professionals.
RKS-BLF - $13.50

SULLIVAN'S ULTRA
WHITE TOUCH-UP

SULLIVAN'S BLONDIE

Covers stained or faded hair with a
smooth natural powder white colour.
RKS-UWTU Can - $13.00
RKS-UWTUC Case - $156.00

Final touch-up for covering adhesives
and leg builders on the light yellow, cream,
& butterscotch coloured hair.
RKS-BLTU Can - $13.00
RKS-BLTUC Case - $156.00

SULLIVAN'S FAWN

SULLIVAN'S BRICK

Final touch-up for covering adhesives
and leg builders on light red hair with
an orange tint.
RKS-FAWTU Can - $13.00
RKS-FAWTUC Case - $156.00

Final touch-up for covering adhesives
and leg builders on medium red hair
with a brown tint.
RKS-BRTU Can - $13.00
RKS-BRTUC Case - $156.00

SULLIVAN'S COPPER

Final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders
on medium red hair with a faint brown tint.
RKS-COPTU Can - $13.00
RKS-COPTUC Case - $156.00

SULLIVAN'S RED VELVET

Final touch-up for covering
adhesives and leg builders on
medium-dark red coloured hair.
RKS-RVTU Can - $13.00
RKS-RVTUC Case - $156.00

SULLIVAN'S SILVER FOX

SULLIVAN'S DARK CRIMSON

Final touch-up for covering adhesives
and leg builders on the darkest red
coloured hair.
RKS-DCTU Can - $13.00
RKS-DCTUC Case - $156.00

Final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on gray and
silver hair. This touch-up provides excellent coverage, texture, and
colour dimension to enhance your animals natural hair colour.
RKS-SFTU Can - $13.00
RKS-SFTUC Case - $156.00
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RK PURE BLACK SHOW TOUCH-UP

A quick way to cover blemishes, stains and scars. The
hair will appear thicker, fuller and deeper black. Works
well on dull hair. Will not break down your adhesives.
RK-PBT Can - $13.50
RK-PBTC Case - $162.00

RK PURE FROSTY WHITE SHOW TOUCH-UP

Will add volume to hair and touch up stained,
faded hair. It has a powdery texture to help add
volume so hair appears fuller. Can be used after
grooming legs with adhesive, building legs, and
then covered with the touch-up.
RK-PFWT Can - $8.95
RK-PFWTC Case - $107.00

SULLIVAN'S POWDER'FUL

The first hair building powder spray specifically designed for livestock hair. Powder’Ful creates
added depth and dimension to each hair follicle during the hair building process without the
appearance of being heavy, globby or unnatural. Great for legs, bellies, flanks, top-lines and
tail heads. As an added benefit, after applying over adhesive, the drying powder agents contained
in Powder’Ful allows the hair to be clipped easily, making it better than any previously known product.
- Follicle Builder
- Easy to clip through
- Fast drying
- Does not weigh the hair down like other leg builders
Plesse specify colour when ordering.
RKS-POWB Black - $14.00
RKS-POWCB Case - $168.00
RKS-POWW White - $14.00
RKS-POWCW Case - $168.00

BLAQ

Specifically formulated to be a long-lasting dye
that, when used properly, won’t irritate the skin
and hide of the animal. Refresh your animal’s hair
back to a long lasting, brilliant black with Sullivan’s
BLAQ livestock dye. Mix equal parts dye and activator.
Small Kit - Enough for one 1000lbs animal.
Large Kit - Enough for 8 1200lbs animals.
Large Bottles - Enough for 2 1200lbs animals.
RKS-BLAQS Small Kit (36oz) - $29.95
RKS-BLAQL Large Kit (148oz)- $229.00
RKS-BLAQB Large Bottles(37ozx2) - $56.00
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SUPPLIES
DAIRY
SULLIVAN'S REVIVE

Restores natural oils and nutrients
to the skin and hair coat to bring life
and vigor to dull, dry hair. Designed to
stimulate circulation within the scalp
to increase nutrient absorption into
the hair follicles for faster, healthier
hair growth. Overall a great product to
promote a healthy and beautiful coat.
RKS-RRE Can - $13.95		
RKS-RREC Case - $167.50

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE LITE

Lighter and more refined than the original Revive, this formula
doesn’t weigh the hair down. Great for warmer weather when the
hair is thinner. New science breakthrough for fresh healthy
hydrated skin and hair!
RKS-RREL Can - $13.95
RKS-RRELC Case - $167.50

DAIRY BODY SPRAY

This Dairy Body spray is great to bring an ultimate
show ring shine to the body of your dairy cow. Spray
an even coat on the body, neck hind quarter or
anywhere a shine is needed prior to going into the
ring. This product not only gives the body a healthy
shine but it gives dark cattle a darker and richer
appearance to their hair in an easy to wash out formula.
RKS-DBS Quart- $25.75

SULLIVAN'S HOCUS POCUS

A great product used for the safe and
effective removal of show-day preparation.
Simply spray on, rub in, and shampoo.
RKS-HP Each - $14.00
RKS-HPC Case - $168.00

RK PURE REMOVE IT

Safely removes paint, adhesives and other show day
grooming preparations. Helps make clean-up quick
and easy. Should be washed out with RK Pure
Sparkling Suds Shampoo. Contains no harsh
chemicals. Fresh orange scent.
RK-PRI 32oz. - $24.00
RK-PRIC Case - $288.00

RK PURE MAGIK

Ideal for dairy cattle top-lines. Delivers a
long lasting,yet manageable hold. Just
spray onto hair and immediately comb
hair to desired shape.
RK-PMC Each - $13.50
RK-PMCC Case - $162.00
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SULLIVAN'S POWDER'FUL

The first hair building powder spray specifically
designed for livestock hair. Great for bellies, and
top-lines. As an added benefit, after applying
over adhesive, the drying powder agents contained
in Powder’Ful allows the hair to be clipped easily,
making it better than any previously known product.
Please Specify colour when ordering.
RKS-POWB Black - $14.00
RKS-POWW White - $14.00

SULLIVAN'S REJUVENATE SHAMPOO

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an olive oil,
pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin package that
leaves the skin on all species silky smooth. This
makes the perfect non-degreasing shampoo.
Rejuvenate cleans while leaving key natural
oils in place to preserve the skin and hide.
RKS-REJU Quart - $19.50

CHAMPION PEPI

An easy to use coat conditioner
and glosser to give that world
champion show ring look
RK-PEP 32oz. - $12.95

SULLIVAN'S NATURAL WHITE

Uniquely designed to enhance the skin,
hair, and wool of all livestock, leaving
the animal with a lighter and brighter
appearance. It is a dye-free whitening
shampoo, infused with coconut oil
that can be used daily.
RKS-NWQ Quart - $23.00
RKS-NWG Gallon - $73.00

SULLIVAN'S FLARE

Sullivan's all new Flare amplifies hair dimension
and shine without weighing the hair down. Works
on all hair types in all temperatures.
RKS-FLARE Can - $8.50

SULLIVAN'S FINAL BLOOM

Fantastic oil with a pleasant scent, this will help to
freshen up your animal’s hair. This light show day
oil delivers an amazing deep shine to body hair.
Less grease with all the shine you need! Spray
on immediately before entering the show.
RKS-FBLO Can 11oz. - $12.75
RKS-FBLOC Case - $153.00
RKS-FBLHC 6.5oz. Can - $11.95
RKS-FBLHCC 6.5oz. Can Case - $143.00

SUPPLIES
DAIRY

S/S REPLACEMENT
TAIL SWITCH

RK TOP NOTCH ROLLED NOSE
LEATHER SHOW HALTER

Made from real hair, the replacement tail’s
thin and wide design at the tie area allows
for full coverage with a completely natural
look. Available in white or black. Please
specify colour when ordering.
RK-FTW White - $136.50
RK-FTB Black - $136.50

Designed to fit the contours of
your animal. Please refer to page
21 for more details and pricing.

WAHL LITHIUM ARCO CLIPPER

BABYLISS PRO TOP-LINE BLOWER

This lightweight, high performance top-line blower
has 2 speeds and 3 heat settings PLUS a cool shot
button. It comes with a snap-on concentrator
nozzle for pinpoint styling as well as featuring
a removable filter. The “true ion generator” helps
to eliminate frizz on top-line hair. Also creates
Far-Infrared Heat that penetrates hair from within,
resulting in faster drying with less damage.
RKD-TLB2 - $120.00

A contoured, cordless clipper with
an adjustable 5 in 1 blade (#9 to
#40). Please refer to page 10 for
more details and pricing.

SULLAVIN & RK TOUCH UP
COLOURS AVAILABLE, AND
FOUND ON PAGE 30 & 31

RK PURE SPARKLING SUDS

A mild shampoo perfect for use on
sensitive skin. Will not leave the skin
dried out or irritated. Leaves hair
feeling soft, sleek and clean.
RK-PSSQ Quart - $10.95
RK-PSSC Case - $131.40
RK-PSSG Gallon - $28.50
RK-PSSGC Case - $114.00

BABYLISS RAPIDO TOP-LINE BLOWER

This lightweight, high performance top-line
blower has 2 speeds and 3 heat settings. It
comes with 3 snap-on concentrator nozzles.
The “true ion generator” helps to eliminate
frizz on top-line hair.
RKD-TLB - $185.00

DENMAN TOP-LINE BRUSH

ORVUS

A strong detergent shampoo.
Use only on a limited basis.
Extended use may cause
dandruff. Rinse out well.
RK-OVS - $46.00

MORE SHAMPOOS
AVAILABLE ON PAGE 26
UDDER COMFORT™
BAG BALM

For chapped udders,
superficial abrasions,
windburn, and sunburn.
RK-BB1 1oz. - $11.00
RK-BB10 8oz. - $18.00

Preferred by professional fitters, this brush
is heat resistant, making it able to withstand
top-line blower heat. The anti-static rows of
close-set nylon bristles provide maximum grip
and control for smoothing, shaping and setting
the top-lines. Available in 7 or 9 row, as well
as white or black bristles.
*Specify colour and size when ordering.
RK-TLB7 White Bristle 7 Row - $21.50
RK-TLB7B All Black Finish 7 Row - $21.50
RK-TLB9 White Bristle 9 Row - $23.50
RK-TLB9B Black Bristle 9 Row - $23.50

Udder Comfort™ includes a natural blend
of essential oils that softens and soothes
quarters/ udders after milking/calving, for
quality udders making quality milk. For
external application to the udder only,
after milking, as an essential component
of udder management.
RKU-COMF 300mL- $35.50

TAIL CLAMPS

A galvanized tail
holder that prevents
the tail from slapping.
RK-TC - $16.50
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SHOW SUPPLIES
DAIRY

S/S SHOW CATTLE SWEATS

RK DAIRY FITTING CHUTE

The bonding of this advanced microfiber neoprene
with the velvet knit fabric creates more sweating
results that any other product. Dramatic results in
just 3-5 days! Please specify size when ordering.
RKS-MSCSS SM (330-650lbs 12”x45”) - $63.00
RKS-MSCSM MD (550-1000lbs 15”x45”)-$65.00
RKS-MSCSL L (750-1500lbs 22”x45”) - $78.00
RKS-MSCSXL XL(1500lbs+ 22”x54”) - $84.00

ARTIC ICE PACK

A fast, efficient way to cool
down your animal. Use 30
minutes prior to showing or
daily heat. Soak in ice water
for 30-60 minutes
RKS-AIP - $89.00

The dairy fitting chute has been designed with the dairy fitter and clipper in mind. Removable side bars
and the open concept of the chute allow access to all parts of the animal while keeping it standing
stationary. Chute Dimensions: 40” w x 78” h. This chute accommodates all sizes.
RK-DFC - $1050.00

SULLIVAN'S ESKIMO THROW TOWEL

RK ADJUSTABLE
EXHIBITOR HARNESS

This towel is a great way to cool off any animal.
To activate the cooling technology, simply
wet the towel and ring out. Holding each towel
by each side, snap it 3-5 times and it is ready
for use. The dual fabric technology cools the
towel with the more air flow it receives.
RKS-ETT - $28.50

For the professional look, elastic
adjustable waist and fully adjustable
shoulder straps to allow for the perfect
fit. Available in XSmall, Medium/
Large, XLarge. Please specify
size when ordering.
RK-HARN Black Only- $19.00

BLACK KNIGHT BRUSH

RK CROSS TIES

An excellent long-bristle brush for grooming
your animal. The long-wearing 3” black bristles
are oval trimmed mounted on a hardwood block.
The bristles are super soft for detailed work.
Synthetic brushes also available.
RK-BNB - $19.50

Available in a variety of colours including
Black, Red, Blue, Green, and Black w/
White. Attach cross ties to neck chains
while at the shows
(see page 17 for more colours).
RK-CT - $10.00

SOFT POLY WASH HALTER

A soft braided rope halter, gentle on the animal.
Available in Black, Red, Green, Black w/ White,
and Blue. Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-POLY - $13.50

HAIR TORCH
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Singes hair, cutting clipping time in half. Simply
attach to your standard propane hose equipped
with a 1/2” pipe thread fitting.
RK-HT - $126.00

SOFT POLY
CALF HALTER

A soft hollow braid rope, making it gentle on your animal.
Available in Black, Blue, Red, Green/White, Lime/Gray/Black,
Royal Blue/Coral/Gray, Gray/Lavender/Mint, and Pink/Black/Gray.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-POLYC - $6.00

SWEDISH TAIL COMB

Light and easy to use for ratting
tail hair. Made of aluminum.
RK-STC - $13.50

OFF-SET SCISSORS

Great tool to have in the show-box
for trimming off the guard hairs on
top-lines.
RK-OSS - $29.00

HOOF BOSS TOOLS/DISCS
TRIMMING

GOAT/SHEEP HOOF CARE TRIMMING SET

Boss Tools Goat/Sheep sets meet all your basic goat/sheep feet
trimming and hoof maintenance needs for adult goats. This set is
ideal for keeping a small herd of larger goats/sheep with hooves
trimmed on a regular schedule. The Standard Goat/Sheep Hoof
Trimming Set includes two abrasive discs, the Blue Medium Grit Flat
Disc and the Silver Coarse Grit Flat Disc (our most abrasive flat
disc). These discs are designed for larger goats/sheep with hard
hooves and is part of our line of goat/sheep hoof trimmers for sale.
RKH-BOSSG Standard Goat/Sheep Model - $395.00

CATTLE HOOF CARE / TRIMMING SET

The Hoof Boss is a hardworking and easy-to-use tool
that can be used for corrective trimming, preventative
care, and light maintenance trimming. It can easily trim
around sole abscesses, hairy tack, soft toe, and other
hoof diseases, removing as little hoof as possible for
the cleanest and safest results every time. It can also
assist in the preparation of both hoof and block when
treating an injured hoof.
RKH-BOSSD Complete Cattle Model - $439.00

6 TOOTH HOOF TRIMMING DISC
HOOF BOSS GRIT DISCS

The Herd Boss is designed for Cattle Maintenance
Trimming. Chain disc fits a 4 1/2” Angle Grinder.
RKH-HBTD 6-Tooth Trimming Disc - $102.00

The Silver Coarse Grit Disc is a 2” diameter flat steel disc coated with a heat infused heavy tungsten carbide CG grit. The Silver
Disc is the most aggressive abrasive disc we have. Designed for the toughest of hooves or animals that are infrequently trimmed
and have overgrown, long, unruly hooves. The Blue Medium Grit Disc is a 2” diameter flat steel disc coated with a heat infused
tungsten carbide CG grit. Designed to remove hoof material through abrasion. The Gold Fine Grit Disc is a 2” diameter flat steel
disc coated with a heat infused tungsten carbide CG grit. The Gold Disc has a fine grit that allows you to gently buff away hoof
material. A must have if you own miniature animals or for the first trimmings of baby animals.
RKH-SCGD Silver Coarse Grit Disc - $46.50
RKH-BMGD Blue Medium Grit Disc - $46.50
RKH-GFGD Gold Fine Grit Disc - $46.50

ORIGINAL HOOF TRIMMING DISC

This trimming disc features a clog free, see-through
design. It easily attaches to a 4 1/2” - 5”grinder. It
does 25-50 head before it needs resharpening. May
be resharpened 15-20 times with carbide sharpener.
Also known as the "Roto Clip."
RK-ORIGD Disc - $69.95
RK-ORIGDS Sharpener - $42.95

CARBIDE FLAT 6 SLOTTED DISC

Carbide flat 6 slotted designed for large herds. Each
insert has 2 sharpened edges that can be rotated.
RK-CF6 6 Cutters - $520.00
Sets of 6 chipper disc blades
RK-BLADES6 - $150.00

METAL HOOF GRINDING DISC

These metal hoof grinding discs are stronger than
previous metal discs. They also have sharper grit for
easier hoof shaping. DO NOT use discs on grinders
over 1200 rpm’s as they may cause the disc to
break. Available in fine or medium grit. Please
specify when ordering.
RK-GRINDD - $44.00

CARBIDE FLAT 3 SLOTTED DISC

3 slotted disc designed to be aggressive.
A good choice for hard hooved cows.
RK-CF3 3 Cutters - $475.00
Set of 3 chipper disc blades
RK-BLADES3 - $75.00
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HOOF TRIMMING
TRIMMING
AESCULAP HOOF KNIVES

Long lasting steel hoof knives. Available
as left handed, right handed, double
sided, and oval hoof knives. Oval knife is
used for cleaning large areas of the sole.
RKA-HKL Left - $23.50
RKA-HKR Right - $23.50
RKA-HKD Double - $32.50

ECONOMY HOOF KNIVES

Available as left handed, right
handed, double sided, and oval
hoof knives. Oval knife is used for
cleaning large areas of the sole.
RKE-HKL Left - $8.50
RKE-HKR Right - $8.50
RKE-HKD Double - $16.00
RKE-HKO Oval - $16.00

NORDIC FORGE HOOF NIPPER

Designed exclusively for trimming hooves.
This professional quality nipper features a
wide, flat head and thin jaw, enabling the
user to get close in the hoof.
RK-HOOFN Nipper - $72.50

NORDIC FORGE HOOF PARER

Identical to the Hoof Nipper
except that the jaws are offset.
RK-HOOFP Parer - $72.50

HOOF KNIFE SHARPENER

Hoof knife sharpener keeps the cutting edge of the hoof
knives sharp with a few quick swipes. Pen-style handle
features a pocket clip.
RK-HOOFKS Sharpener - $65.50

HOOF RASP

14” long rasp. Shark tanged flat
with rasp cut on one side and a
double cut file on the reverse.
Wooden handle also available.
RK-HR Rasp - $49.00
RK-HRH Handle - $7.00

COMPOUND ACTION HOOF TRIMMER

This extra heavy duty hoof trimmer has terrific leverage
because of its compound action construction. Comes with
comfortable rubber grips for firm operation. Blades may be
resharpened and will last you years.
RK-CHOOFT - $120.00

LONG HANDLED HOOF TRIMMER
NORDIC HOOF CHISEL

Specially designed for trimming cattle
and horse hooves. Made of 3/4” stock,
one piece solid steel construction.
RK-HC Chisel - $30.00

Hardwood 30” handles plus 5” drop forged cutting head
gives terrific leverage. These hoof trimmers are light-weight
yet effective and easy to use. Handles allow operator to stand a
safe distance away. Hardened steel cutters help maintain edge.
RK-LHOOFT - $183.00

KOPPER KARE
HOOF PICK

Basic metal hoof pick with vinyl covered handle.
Stainless steel and vinyl covered handle.
RK-HP Pick - $2.00
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A topical anti-fungal used in the treatment of
foot rot in cattle, goats, and sheep. Also for
treatment of hoof punctures and cracked hooves
in horses, ringworm, and spongy hooves.
RK-KK 475mL - $17.50

CALVING SUPPLIES
CATTLE
CALF EAR MUFFS

CALF BLANKETS

Quilt lined, washable calf blankets
made with waterproof materials.
Great to keep calves warm on
those cold winter days. 36” by 24”
with adjustable straps.
RK-CBS 31" Small - $35.50
RK-CBL 35" Large - $35.50
RK-CBXL 42" XLarge - $42.50

SPEEDY DRENCHER

Features large finger grip, wide top for easy
filling, wide stable base and flow control dial.
Probe designed for safety and ease of use.
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-SDRC Replacement Cap - $35.00
RK-SD 2.5L - $55.80
RK-SD4L 4L - $70.00

SPEEDY FEEDER

Features an adjustable valve which
may be switched to 3 separate
settings for the rate of milk flow.
The special nipple has a natural
size, shape, feel and features a
“pump action.”Two sizes available.
RK-SF2QT 2L - $55.00
RK-SF4QT 4L - $68.00
Replacement Nipple/Cap -$25.50

ORAL CALF FEEDER

Designed to safely administer colostrum or
necessary fluids to combat calf scours and
dehydration. The bag is made of non-toxic,
heavy grade plastic. Tear-shaped ball is
designed so esophageal probe cannot
be inserted into the trachea. The smooth,
flexible tubing is 48” long with the last
16” reinforced with a rigid plastic tube.
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-OCF - $28.50
RK-OCFJ Small for Jersey
Calves-$48.00

BLOAT EZE
V-LYTES ELECTROLYTES (80GM)

Aids in the treatment and prevention of
dehydration, acidosis, and electrolyte
imbalance in calves with diarrhea.
RK-VLE 80g - $5.50

An oral medication used as an
aid in the treatment of frothy
bloat and in the treatment of
constipation in cattle.
RK-BE 340mL - $10.50

Protect those newborns ears
from frost and the severe cold.
Very easy to slip on and stay in
place with velcro.
RK-MUFFS - $18.50

ADAPT-A-BOTTLE FLUID FEEDER

Comes complete with a standard 2qt. calf
nursing bottle, cap, large diameter tubing,
and rigid probe with tapered bulb for safety
and ease of insertion. A flutter valve in the
head helps to equalize the bottle pressure
which improves flow and calf acceptance.
RK-ABFF - $36.50

NURSING BOTTLES & HANGERS

Prevents gulping and helps calves to gain
weight right from the start. The bottles include
pint markings and a resealing nipple. Bottle
Hanger for wooden fence also available.
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-NB1QT 1qt - $9.00
RK-NB2QT 2qt - $9.50
RK-NB3QT 3qt - $15.00
RKC-BHW2 Bottle Hanger 2qt - $13.50
RKC-BHW3 Bottle Hanger 3qt - $16.50

MILK REPLACER (227GM)

A milk replacer for calves fortified with
Vitamins A, D & E. Contains 20% protein.
RK-MR 227g - $8.50

FIRST START 50

Recommended for calves who have limited
to no access to maternal colostrum. For
newborn calves less than 24hrs of age.
RK-IMMU 400g - $24.00

CALF CLAIMER

Powdered calf claimer aid.
Just sprinkle a liberal amount
on the back of the calf to
help it get fostered and
confine with the cow in
a small area.
RK-CLAIM - $24.00
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CALVING SUPPLIES
CATTLE
60" OR 30" OB CHAIN

High quality, smooth, nickel plated steel
twisted link chain. Strong, long lasting,
and easily sanitized.
RK-CHAIN30 30” Chain - $16.95
RK-CHAIN60 60” Chain - $16.95

STONE OB CHAINS
HEAVY DUTY RATCHET CALF PULLER

Provides a powerful and straight constant pull with
its solid steel 77” pole. Comes in sections for easy
assembly and storage. The deep strong grooves
prevent slipping and provide a greater leverage.
Chains sold separately.
RK-HDRCP - $275.00

Constructed and tested to with stand
over 1200lbs of pull. High-quality, smooth,
nickel-plated steel. Longer lasting and
easily sanitized.
RKT-CH30 30” Chain - $27.50
RKT-CH45 45” Chain - $36.25
RKT-CH60 60” Chain - $47.00

OBSTETRICAL HOOK

Steel rod, nickel plated. Welded
steel handle for strength.
RK-SHOOK - $16.00

60" OR 30" OB STRAPS
STONE RATCH-A-PULL CALF PULLER

Provides straight, consistent action. 77” solid steel
rod provides a long, continuous pull, and eliminates
the need for re-attaching chains. Entire puller and
breech spanner fit handily into the canvas carry
bag for easy portability and secure storage.
Bag sold separately.
RK-RCPULL - $498.50
RK-RCPULLB Bag - $99.00

CALF SAVER

Lets user inflate lungs by blowing into mouthpiece. If lungs are
functioning, will release air and draw in more; repeat until calf
regains consciousness. Exclusive non-return valve prevents
reflux and inhaling noxious mucus and gases by operator.
RK-SAVER - $95.50
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Washable, synthetic (nylon or polyester)
fiber web strap. Easy attachment to calf
with less chance of injury. Can withstand
up to 900lb pull. Minimal stretch.
RK-STRAP 30” Strap - $12.95
RK-STRAP60 60” Strap - $16.95

ONE MAN CALF PULLER

Nylon strap with hand holds
(use without calf puller)
RK-CPULL - $37.50

OBSTETRICAL SNARE

Aids in the correction of abnormal positioning of a fetus within
the womb, preventing a difficult delivery. Manufactured with
steel cables, stainless steel rods and solid aluminum T-handles.
RK-OBP Porcine - $38.95
RK-OBB Bovine - $38.95

CALVING SUPPLIES
CATTLE
MOOCALL

The Moocall calving sensor monitors your cows contractions and sends
you a notification one hour before she is due. Includes 12 months of service,
new non-slip red rubber and GPS Technology.
RK-MOO2 With 1st year setup - $470.00

DELUXE ALUMINUM ELASTRATOR
HOBBLES

For breaking animals from pawing. For use on front legs.
Available in leather or nylon. Please specify style when ordering.
RK-HN Nylon - $36.50
RK-HL Leather - $59.50

Features a locking device which holds the ring in
expanded position for one handed operation. Can
be used to dock tails on young lambs.
RK-DELUXE With Rings - $19.75
RK-RINGS 100 Rings - $4.00

TRI-BAND APPLICATOR

CALF CATCH

A great product to save the cow/calf producer hours of time.
Has a spring button feature that allows calf catch to lock
in place at a 4’ length, or just a release button. Can extend
up to 10’. Hook eliminates kick-out.
RK-CATCH - $120.00

Permits an easy, bloodless castrating procedure which
causes less stress. Bands are pretreated with antiseptic.
RK-TBA Standard size (300lbs) - $84.00
RK-TBAXL XL size (750lbs) - 218.00
RK-TBAB 25 Standard Bands - $16.00
RK-TBABXL 25 XL Bands - $59.00

BURDIZZOS

CATTLE PUMP SYSTEM

The pump system you need for proper fill, has a stainless
flexible probe with a tear drop end ensures the placement
into the esophagus. Comes with a nose lead and hand grip.
RK-CPS3 3ft Tube - $813.00		
RK-CPS5 5ft Tube - $900.50

BALLING GUN

Economical plastic balling guns are designed
for easy, effective use with all animals.
RK-BG1 Small - $4.00 		
RK-BG3 Large - $9.00

Precision made instrument of finest quality. Correctly
designed, nickel plated steel construction with cord stop.
RK-BUR9 - 9” long for lambs and piglets - $63.00
RK-BUR12 12” long for general farm stock - $81.00
RK-BUR15 -15.75” long for larger stock - $103.50

LARIAT

Made of poly nylon. Available with quick release Honda.
RK-LARQ - $45.50

KOW KANT KICK

Fits any size animal, just slip over the
animal’s back and crank the handle to
immobilize the muscles of the rear legs
to control the kicking.
RKC-CCC - $226.00
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WEANING & WEIGHING
CATTLE
KANT SUK WEANER

Controls sucking without any discomfort. Easy to
install and remove. Brightly plated and rust resistant.
Prods are long enough to remind calf, and short
enough to not injure.
RKC-W Calf - $25.50
RKC-WY Yearling - $27.50
RKC-WC Cow - $28.50

CROWN WEANER

Aluminum cow or calf weaner features simple
construction and a practical design. Rust and
corrosion proof. Lightweight, strong and effective.
RKC-CWC Calf - $12.50
RKC-CW Cow - $13.00

PLASTIC WEANER
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CALF SCALE

Calf scale accurately measures birth weight
of newborn beef within 24 hours after birth.
Place the tape around the front hoof, tighten
and read the birth weight in pounds from the
tape scale. One side measures bulls, and
the other heifers. Weight at birth may vary
7lbs for bulls and 6lbs for heifers due to hour
of age and shrink or fill. Calf scale also predicts
calving difficulties during single forward
dystocia by taking pelvic measurements.
RK-CS - $15.00

An anti-sucking device that is made of tough,
unbreakable, reusable nylon. This weaner
is easy to apply and the wing-nut assures
easy adjustment and good positioning.
Available in small, medium and large.
RKC-PWS Small - $4.00
RKC-PWM Medium - $4.00
RKC-PWL Large - $4.00

QUIET WEANER

A lightweight plastic non-invasive nose flap,
which prevents calves from nursing but allows
them to graze and have full social and physical
contact with their mother. This helps to prepare
both cow and calf for life after weaning, reducing
the bond between mother and calf.
RKF-QW Each - $3.50
RKF-QW25 Pack of 25 - $82.00

CALF WEIGHING SLING

These slings are durable and washable. They
are easy to slip on - one strap with buckle
around the rump and one strap for the neck.
RK-SLING - $32.00

BULL RINGS

5 sizes available.
RK-BR31 Small (5/16” x 2 1/2”) - $11.00
RK-BR53 Medium (3/8” x 3”) - $13.50
RK-BR253 Large (7/16” x 3 1/2”) - $19.50
RK-BR33 Dairy Style (5/16” x 3”) - $16.50
RK-BR250 Dairy Style L (3/8” x 3 1/2”) - $21.00

TROCAR

Simply push the sharp tip through
the nose, then follow through with
the ring. No hassle, no stress.
RKC-NR - $17.50
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LAMB WEIGHING SLING

This sling enables you to weigh
your newborn lambs with ease.
RKS-LWOS - $24.00

LINEAR HANGING SCALES

70lb (32kg) capacity in 1lb increments,
280lb (128kg) capacity in 2lb increments.
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-HAS70 70lb - $33.00
RK-HAS280 280lb - $47.00

WEIGHING SUPPLIES
WEIGHING
MEASURING STICK

Take the guessing out of determining frame size.
Measures up to 72” with sliding measuring bar.
RKS-MSTICKS - $99.50

LIVESTOCK WEIGH TAPES

These tapes are a handy tool for quickly estimating livestock weights. Tape
the animal around the heart girth and read the scales on the tape to get
a very close approximation of the weight. All styles are 1” wide and made
of a tough, water resistant, rip-stop, long lasting Tyvek material.
RK-WTHD Holstein Dairy Cow - $6.95
RK-WTHC Holstein Dairy Calf - $6.95
RK-WTC Dairy Cow - $6.95
RK-WTV Veal - $6.95
RK-WTGD Dairy Goat - $6.95
RK-WTH Hog - $6.95
RK-WTP Horse & Pony - $6.95
RK-WTB Beef - $6.95

SCROTAL TAPE

Measures scrotal circumference
in centimeters. Aids in predicting
the fertility of bulls.
RK-ST - $68.50

CATTLE RUBS

Come in 5ft and 10ft lengths. They are made
of the same absorbent material as the bullets,
making them an excellent tool for fly and lice
control. Also helpful with Pinkeye protection.
JK-CR5 5ft. - $47.00		
JK-CR10 10ft. - $68.00

FACE FLYPS

DELUXE LIVESTOCK MEASURING TAPE

A high quality tape measure that has been
modified to easily and accurately measure
the height of your livestock. A favorite of
dairy cattle classifiers. Ideal for checking
growth rates of your stock. Comes with
the Metric/Imperial combination.
RKK-MEAS - $69.50

The wick insecticide solution goes
directly from the rub and ensures that
the insecticide is where it is needed
for effective face fly control.
JK-FACEF Each - $41.50

FLY BULLETS

THE ROCKY MINERAL FEEDER

The tough polyethylene construction
means “Rocky” has a longer life and is
maintenance free. The new and improved
weighted bottom keeps it standing upright
no matter how much it gets pushed around.
Can hold up to 80lbs of mineral. Save
money by saving minerals!
RK-ROCKY Each - $360.00

Simply hang 19” polyester and acrylic
Bullets in creep openings (on mineral
feeders too) and pour on about a pint
of insecticide solution.
JK-FLYB Each - $22.00
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TATTOOING SUPPLIES
IDENTIFICATION

MODEL 50D

Character size 50D-4mm (3/16”)
RKK-50D7 Holds 7 characters in 1 row - $59.50
RKK-50D8 Holds 8 characters in 1 row - $72.00
RKK-50D82 Holds 8 characters in 2 row - Call for Pricing
RKK-50D72 Holds 7 characters in 2 rows - Call for Pricing

MODEL 101

Character size 101-6mm (1/4”)
RKK-101 Holds 7 characters in 1 row - $59.50
RKK-1012 Holds 7 characters in 2 rows - Call for Pricing

YEAR & LETTERS
2020 - H

2021 - J

2022 - K

MODEL 201R

The most popular model, featuring a
revolving head with up to 4 characters
on each of the 2 faces of the head.
RKK-201R - $90.00

MODEL 201B

Holds up to 6 characters in one row.
RKK-201B - $66.50

KETCHUM TATTOO CHARACTERS

Each features the special Ketchum chisel point pin, which
gives the illusion of a continuous line character. Letters
and numbers use models 50D & 101, 201 & 400 pliers.
RKK-TC38 Single 3/8” for the 50D - $5.95
RKK-TC14 Single 1/4” for the 101 - $5.95
RKK-TC516 Single 5/16” for the 201 - $6.50
RKK-TC400 Single 9/16” for the 400 - $7.95
RKK-TC38N Set 0-9 for the 50D- $59.50
RKK-TC38AZ Set A-Z for the 50D -$154.70
RKK-TC14N Set 0-9 for 101 - $59.50
RKK-TC14AZ Set A-Z for 101 - $154.70
RKK-TC201N Set 0-9 for 201 - $65.00
RKK-TC201AZ Set A-Z for 201 - $169.00
RKK-TC400N Set 0-9 for the 400 - $79.50
RKK-TC400AZ Set A-Z for the 400 - $206.70

STONE TATTOO CHARACTERS

Letter and number for use in 3/8 or 5/16 tattoo pliers.
Nickel-plated steel needles set in fiberglass reinforced
nylon base. SHARP! Available in numbers and letters.
Sizes to fit all Stone Tattoo pliers.
RKS-TC 3/8 Single - $13.00
RKS-TC38N 3/8 Set 0-9 - $130.00
RKS-TC28N 3/8 Set A-Z - $322.00
RKS-TC516N 5/16 Set 0-9 - $130.00
RKS-TC516N 5/16 Set A-Z - $338.00
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MODEL 400

Holds up to 4 characters in one row.
Allow one week for delivery.
RKK-400 - $75.00

ROLL-ON TATTOO INK

Liquid ink in a roll-on dispenser. Ink is
rolled into the punctures with the ball
at the top of the container, instead of
with operator’s fingers. Available in
Green and Black only. Please specify
colour when ordering.
RKK-ROLL 57mL- $10.00

KETCHUM TATTOO PASTE

Comes in a collapsible tube. Easy to use.
Available in Green and Black only. Please
specify colour and size when ordering.
RKK-TP1 1oz. Green - $8.00
RKK-TP5 5oz. Green - $22.00
RKK-TPB 5oz. Black - $15.75

Z-TAGS & BRANDS
IDENTIFICATION
ONE PIECE Z-TAGS

This is a fool-proof one-piece design; the back of the tag will not snag and pull out or break
off! The unique pivoting applicator pin makes loading easy and eliminates torn ears. The clean,
precise incision helps prevent infection and disease transfer. Available in White, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Orange, Red, Pink and Purple. Please specify size and colour when ordering.
RK-ZTAGL Cow Size (25 per bag) - $51.00		
LEADER TAGS
RK-ZTAGS Calf Size (25 per bag) - $37.25		
RK-ZTAGSA Small Animal Size (50 per bag) - $64.50 Are a flexible one piece design available in
calf or cow sizes in a 25 pack. Available
RK-ZTAGN Numbered Z-Tags available
in Green, Orange, Yellow and White.
(cow, calf, small animal)
RK-TAG Blank Leader Tags
Call for Pricing 1-800-440-2694
(Numbered tags also available)
Calf Size (25 per bag) - $29.50
Cow Size (25 per bag) - $27.75

Z-TAG MARKER & APPLICATOR

The Z-Tag Marker features a specially formulated ink which
penetrates over halfway through tags for unprecedented
resistance to fade and wear. Together, the No-Fade Ink
Marker and Z-Tag offer you the most advanced, permanent,
economical livestock ID system available today. Applicator
is lightweight and durable. The upper jaw automatically
kicks back so you'll have no broken or bent pins. Applicator
can be used on the Leader Tags as well.
RK-ZTAGMRK Marker - $10.50
RK-ZTAGP Applicator - $36.50

FREEZE BRANDS

These branding irons are ample in weight and have the
temperature holding capacity to help you brand more
livestock in less time and still aid you in producing a better
brand. Freeze branding is a technique in which a super
cold branding iron properly applied to the animal’s hide
kills the pigment producing cells. The result is white or
colourless hair at the brand site. It is effective on both
cattle and horses. The main advantage of freeze branding
is that the brand is easily read at any time of the year and
gives a permanent identification.
RK-FBT - Call for Special Order Pricing
1-800-440-2694

DEHORNING SAW WIRE

For dehorning. Comes in a
plastic box.
RK-DSW 12m - $36.75

DEHORNING WIRE HANDLES

For dehorning. Comes in a pair.
RK-DWH - $29.50

ELECTRIC BRANDS

The Electric Branding tool will heat to branding temperature
in 90 seconds and maintains constant heat for producing a
good brand. Leave plugged in as long as you’re branding.
Eliminates open fires. Plug into a 110 volt outlet for
fast, easy hook-up!
RK-EBT - Call for Pricing 1-800-440-2694

CHIN BALL MARKER - FOR BREEDING

WARTS OFF

Aids in the removal of the external
warts on livestock. Apply directly
to warts twice daily.
RK-WO - $25.00

The Chin Ball Marker is an effective heat detection aid for cattle. A rugged nylon strap and heavy
buckle hold the poly-vinyl harness underneath the chin of a penectomized bull. The stainless steel
ball inside the reservoir works on the same principle as a ball point pen. The coloured ink on the
female’s back will give a clear indication of which cow is in heat.
Ink is sold separately. Ink available in Green.
RK-CBM Harness - $224.00
		
RK-CBMI Ink - $88.50
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DEHORNING
ALL
EXPRESS PROPANE DEHORNERS

This economical, well-designed propane dehorner heats up to working temperature of 1100°F in about
70 seconds. It is lightweight and features a built-in hook for hanging and a storage slot in the handle for
the hex key. Has a reversible brass 0.67” to 0.8” tip and includes hose with fittings for propane supply.
RKC-PPD 5ft Hose - $142.50
RKC-PPD15 15ft Hose - $158.50
RK-EPDRT Reversible Tip - $42.00

SMALL DEHORNING TIPS

For goats or very small calves-$32.50
1/2” ID - 13/16” OD
3/8” ID - 1-3/16” OD
1/4” ID - 1-3/16” OD
Buck Goat Tip
RK-DT - $34.75
RK-ST1 Soldering Tip - $47.50

X30 ELECTRIC DEHORNER

With 7/8” “OD” tip. 200 watts, copper tip,
900°F operating temperature. For goats or
very young calves.
RK-X30 - $155.00

X40 ELECTRIC DEHORNER

With 1 1/2” “OD” (standard size) tip. 165 watt
bronze alloy element, 900°F temperature.
Suitable for cattle.
RK-X40 - $130.50

DVL DEHORNING PASTE

Apply a thin film on horn buttons
as soon as they can be felt.
RKC-CRDP 85g - $10.50

X50 ELECTRIC DEHORNER

Same as the X50 without soldering
tip and soldering features.
RK-X50A - $224.00

DR. NAYLOR DEHORNING PASTE

Chemical dehorning is a quick and
economical method for debudding
young animals. One application over
horn button is all that is required.
No cutting, no bleeding.
RK-DNDP 114g - $14.95

HEAVY DUTY DEHORNER WITH SOLDERING TIP

Heavy duty dehorner with 1 1/2” OD (standard size)
tip and solder tip. Automatic thermostat control,
dehorner/solder switch, 239 watt bronze alloy
element, 1000°F+ operating temperature, and
quick recovery. Suitable for commercial use.
RK-X50 - $266.25

EXPRESS PISTOL-GRIP DEHORNER

Portable, safe, fast AND efficient! Compact design
MANUAL DEHORNER
uses a gas cartridge (butane/propane mix) that
Precise, keenly sharp, and hardened cutting blades that are
conveniently fits in the handle. Each cartridge will
perfectly matched. Please specify size when ordering.
last approximately 2 hours. Comes with automatic
RK-MDEHS Small 13” (jaw opening 1 1/4” x 2 1/2”) - $23.50
ignition. Working temperatures reached in 70
RK-MDEHL Large 17” (jaw opening 1 3/4” x 3”) - $32.50
seconds (up to 1100°F). This unit may also be used
RK-MDWHS Wooden 13” (jaw opening 1 1/2” x 2 1/2”) - $18.00
for cauterizing after tail docking. Comes with 2 gas
cartridges and a reversible brass tip (0.67” and 0.8”).
RK-EPD Dehorner - $256.50
RK-EPDB Butane/Propane cannister (2-5 hrs)-$15.50
BLOOD STOP POWDER
RK-EPDGT Goat Tip - $42.00
A topical haemostatic used to
RK-EPDRT Reversible Tip - $42.00
stop bleeding of minor cuts.
RK-BSP 200g - $9.00

PORTASOL GAS DEHORNER

Professional quality portable butane dehorner allows for dehorning
anywhere and in any type of condition. Takes up to 3 minutes to
reach its peak temperature of more than 600°C. Under normal working
conditions the Portasol dehorner will run for 45 minutes. Comes with
a standard 15mm tip. Complete with plastic case and gas. Practical,
independent and lightweight. 18.5mm tip can be purchased separately.
RK-PGD Dehorner - $265.00
RK-PGD15 15mm Replacement Tip - $38.50
RK-PGD18 18.5mm Tip - $38.50
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IODINE

Antiseptic iodine contains an iodine complex
which provides an active iodine in a non-staining,
non-stinging form upon topical application. The
alcohol base aids in producing a quick drying
product which does not delay wound healing.
RK-IDS 500mL - $18.50

LAMBING/KIDDING SUPPLIES
SHEEP AND GOATS
FEEDING TUBE

Feeding tube for lambs and kids is made of red
rubber which stays flexible even in cold weather.
This helps prevent injury when stomach-tubing
these small sensitive animals. Comes with a 250
ml bottle. Feeding tube is 16” long.
RK-FT16 - $12.00

SYRINGE/FEEDER TUBE

The nylon barrel on this syringe is transparent, virtually
unbreakable, sterilizable and features permanent, laseretched gradation markings. Luer lock needle holder tip is
securely screwed into stainless steel plate at the barrel tip.
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-SFT 100cc - $29.00
RK-SF20 20cc - $19.00
RK-SFTN Optional Feeder Nozzle - $8.00

NURSING BOTTLES

Prevents gulping and helps lambs to gain weight right
from the start. The bottles include pint markings and
a resealing nipple. Bottle Hanger for wooden fence
also available. Please specify size when ordering.
RK-NB1QT 1qt - $9.00
RK-NB2QT 2qt - $9.50
RK-NB3QT 3qt - $15.00
RKC-BHW2 Bottle Hanger 2qt - $13.50
RKC-BHW3 Bottle Hanger 3qt - $16.50

LAMB WOOLOVERS

Helps to reduce lamb mortality at
the newborn stage. Leave on lamb
for at least 12 hours.
RK-WL - $6.75

BALLING GUNS
DELUXE ALUMINUM ELASTRATOR

Features a locking device which holds the ring
in expanded position for one handed operation.
Can be used to dock tails on young lambs.
RK-DELUXE With Rings - $19.75
RK-RINGS 100 Rings - $4.00

OB-LAMB PULLER

An extremely hygienic lambing aid
manufactured with rubber, which
is significantly softer and kinder
to the lambs.
RKWG-OBL - $8.50

PULL-EZE LAMBING SNARE

This plastic lambing snare is a simple and safe
aid in difficult lambing. You can assist with
greater ease without injury.
RKWG-LS - $23.00

SHEAR MAGIC HOOF TRIMMER

Lightweight hoof trimmers that are rust
resistant and Teflon coated. Narrow
blades ensure accurate cutting.
RK-SMHT - $39.50

Economical plastic balling guns are designed for
easy, effective use with all animals.
RK-BG1 Small - $4.00
RK-BG3 Large - $9.00

EMASCULATOR TAIL DOCKER

Emasculators have double crushing stainless steel blades
which help to prevent hemorrhage by thoroughly crushing
spermatic cord and artery. Please allow 1 week for delivery.
RK-EMAS - $102.00

RAM MARKING HARNESS

This is an invaluable tool at breeding time. The durable harness
is made of a strong black nylon web. Attached to each harness is
a molded nylon plate that holds crayon blocks. The unique angle
of the plate allows the crayon to fit snugly and hold firmly in place.
RK-RMH Harness - $39.00
RK-RMHC Crayon - $8.00

ECONOMY FOOT ROT SHEAR

This foot rot shear has sharp 9” points,
steel construction, and excellent balance
with a precise cutting edge.
RK-FRS Foot Rot Sheer - $19.50
RK-FRSH Sheer & Holster - $22.50

DELUXE SERRATED FOOT ROT SHEAR

The durable, unbreakable foot rot shear
has die-cast aluminum handles with sharp
and hardened blades. One blade is plain,
and the other is serrated.
RK-SFS - $68.50
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SUPPLIES
SHEEP
SULLIVAN'S REJUVENATE SHAMPOO

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an olive oil,
pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin package that
leaves the skin on all species silky smooth making
the perfect non-degreasing shampoo. Rejuvenate
cleans while leaving key natural oils in place to
preserve the skin and hide.
RKS-REJU Quart - $19.50

THE BEST CLEANSING
SHAMPOO ON THE MARKET!

SULLIVAN'S HEALTHY HIDE LOTION

Healthy Hide Lotion is used for after clipping to help condition
the hide on all species. With its ability to penetrate deep into the
hide, this lotion heals skin cracks and abrasions giving your
animal a tighter and fresher appearance. Heavy hide lotion
for cooler weather. Lite hide lotion for hot weather.
RKS-HHLH - $32.00
RKS-HHL - $32.00

SULLIVAN'S SILK

Use daily or as a show day
prep to add the ultimate silky
smooth handle to the lambs
skin. Spray evenly over the
entire body and brush it in.
RKS-S - $31.50

SULLIVAN'S WHITE OUT

This is a liquid whitening hair
polish. Delivers renewed white
appearance to dull white hair
and skin on show animals.
Requires no washing out.
RKS-WO - $31.50

RK PURE SPARKLING SUDS

A mild shampoo perfect for use on
sensitive skin. Will not leave the skin
dried out or irritated. Leaves hair
feeling soft, sleek and clean.
RK-PSSQ Quart - $10.95
RK-PSSC Case - $131.40
RK-PSSG Gallon - $28.50
RK-PSSGC Case - $114.00

SULLIVAN'S SUGAR COAT

An all - natural show day
whiting spray that offers a natural
appearance. When applied the
product dries quickly with warm
air. May need a couple light coats
to achieve desired results.
RKS-SUGAR Quart- $31.25

SULLIVAN'S COOL
BLUE SHOW BRACE
SOFT POLY SHEEP HALTER

A soft hollow braid rope, making it gentle on your
animal. Available in Black, Blue, Red, Green/
White, Lime/Gray/Black, Pink/Gray/Black, Royal
Blue/Coral/Gray, and Gray/Lavender/Mint.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-POLYC - $6.00

ORVUS

SHEEP ROPE HALTER

Strong enough for breaking and
washing, yet stylish enough for
showing. Adjustable for lambs and
adult sheep. Available in Black,
Blue w/ White, and Lime Green.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-CRH - $6.00

A strong detergent shampoo.
Use only on a limited basis.
Extended use may cause
dandruff. Rinse out well.
RK-OVS - $46.00
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A terrific show day product for
lambs. Spray evenly over the
entire body for a great shine,
but more importantly a fresh,
firm feel to the hide.
RKS-CBSB - $31.50

AESCULAP HOOF KNIVES

Long lasting steel hoof knives. Available as left
handed, right handed, double sided, and oval
hoof knives. Oval knife is used for cleaning
large areas of the sole.
RKA-HKL Left - $23.50
RKA-HKR Right - $23.50
RKA-HKD Double - $32.50

SUPPLIES
SHEEP

NYLON SHEEP HALTERS

Features a single buckle crown with seven holes to fit various
sizes. Solid chain with snap to quickly tie the animal to pen or gate.
Available in Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, Lime Green and Red.
Please specify colour when ordering.
RK-NHSS With Chain - $25.50

SHEEP/GOAT CRUISE CONTROL HALTER

This model can be used on sheep or goats with a milder
attitude who have smaller issues such as leading or holding
their head high. This halter will not aggrevate or irritate the
sheep/goat in any way.THIS IS NOT A BREAKING HALTER.
RK-CRUSG - $49.95

LAMB TUBES

Keeps lambs tight hided and clean until
show time. Available in an assortment
of colours and patterns. Please
specify size when ordering.

SHEEP CARDS

RK-TUBES 32" SM (50lbs-80lbs)- $36.50

#1: Straight tooth for packing
RK-TUBEM 34" MED (80lbs-110lbs)- $36.50
or raking the fleece.
RK-TUBEL 38" LG (110lbs-140lbs)- $36.50
CARD GUARD
#2: Large volume of bent teeth
Protection for fine wire
used on open fleece.
teeth on wool cards.
Ideal for medium wool breed
Made of wood. Just
#3: Less teeth than the #2 card. Bent
slide and snap into place.
teeth ideal for fine wool breeds.
RK-CARDG Card Guard - $23.00
#4: Small card for head,ears, and legs.
RK-CARD1 #1 - $52.50
RK-CARD3 #3 - $52.50
RK-CARD2 #2 - $52.50 RK-CARD4 #4 - $26.00

LARGE SLICKER BRUSH

to be used on ears, legs, and top lines of lambs
RKA-LSB-$14.50

SELF-CLEANING SLICKER BRUSH

This 4” slicker brush is tremendous for lifting leg wool. When pins are
full of wool, simply press the button releasing the wool for easy
clean-out.
RKS-SCSB - $14.50

SLICKER BRUSH

Plastic grooming tool with small stainless steel teeth which
COOL MESH SHEEP BLANKET
makes this perfect for fitting sheep legs and building leg
This blanket protects your sheep from harmful
wool for volume as well as giving the appearance of a bigger
UVA/UVB rays. The mesh fabric allows for air
leg bone. Also works great to separate the hair on cattle
to ventilate through to keep them cool.
belly's, flanks, legs and tail heads. Colours may vary.
Available in assorted colours Designed with
RKW-SB - $7.65
a mesh butt. Please specify size when ordering.

SHEEP SHEARS

These sheep shears feature sharp steel blades, coated handles,
and double bow blades. Come in 3 sizes: 6.5”, 5”, and 3.5” long
blades. Shear cover and blade sharpener also available.
RK-SS6 6.5” Blades - $35.50
RK-SS5 5” Blades - $35.50
RK-SS3 3.5” Blades - $49.50

EDGE SENSATION BRUSH

RKC-CMBSC 34" SM (80lbs-120lbs) - $49.50
RKC-CMBMC 38" MED (110lbs-140lbs)- $49.50
RKC-CMBLC 41" L (130lbs-170lbs)- $49.50
RKC-CMBXLC 44" XL (160lbs-190lbs)- $49.50

RK-SC Shear Cover - $21.50
RK-BHS Bent Handle Shear - $59.50
RK-SSH Shear Sharpener - $15.95

The ultimate show finishing tool! This brush has 79 plastic ball-tip
bristles, an angled brush head for ease of brushing, a soft hand
and thumb comfort grip. Great for popping leg or wool hair!
RKS-ESB Brush - $27.50

BLANKET PINS

RK-PINS - $1.50
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HALTERS, COLLARS & BLANKETS
GOAT, LLAMA & ALPACA

NYLON GOAT HALTER

These 3/4” nylon halters are very popular. They have a
criss-cross design and bold selection of colours. Available in
Black& Blue. Sizes: Small, Medium and Large. Please specify
size and colour when ordering.
RK-NHG - $16.00

NYLON GOAT COLLAR & LEAD

Quality-constructed from single-ply nylon, these collars
are available in a variety of sizes. Available in black only.
Please specify size when ordering.
Small: 5/8” x 14”-16”
Medium: 3/4” x 22”-24”
RK-GCN Collar - $6.50		
RK-GLN 12" Lead - $8.95

GOAT BLANKET

Constructed from a light material that provides
excellent ventilation and provides protection
from the elements. Colours white
Please specify size when ordering.
RK-GBS 22" Small (40lbs) - $44.00
RK-GBM 24" Medium (40lbs-60lbs) - $44.00
RK-GBL 30" Large (60lbs-80lbs) - $44.00
RK-GBXL 35" XLarge (80lbs-110lbs) - $44.00

GOAT NECK CHAINS

This chain collar is made from extra strength welded
steel rings which will not rust or tarnish. Also comes
equipped with a rubber handle that is comfortable in
the hand. Available in 22” length.
RK-GNC Clear - $12.50

A

PRONG GOAT COLLAR & LEAD SET

Ideal for showing mature goats including bucks and does. The
lead is weather-resistant. Pronged chain helps distribute pressure
more evenly while giving you added control of the animal.
RK-PGC - Set $26.00

NYLON LLAMA SHOW HALTER

A criss-cross design for a secure fit. Made of 3/4” nylon with
nickel plated hardware. Available in Small, Medium/Large in
Black or Blue. Please specify size and colour when ordering.
RK-NHL Halter - $22.50
RK-LL 6’ Matching Lead - $9.50
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B

LEATHER & CHAIN GOAT COLLAR

Pronged chain helps distribute pressure more evenly and
provides added control of the animal. Overall length is 24".
A) RK-LCG - Chain $25.75
B) RK-LPG - Prong - $25.75

NYLON ALPACA SHOW HALTER

A criss-cross design for a secure fit. Made of 5/8”
nylon with nickel plated hardware. Available in small,
medium, and large. Comes in Black or Blue. Please
specify size and colour when ordering.
RK-NHA Halter - $19.25
RK-AL 6’ Matching Lead - $9.50

GROOMING & FEEDERS
MORE SHAMPOOS ON PAGE 25!

GOAT, LLAMA & ALPACA
SULLIVAN'S REVIVE

THE BE
ST
CLEANS
ING SHA
MPOO
ON THE
MARKE
T!

Restores natural oils and nutrients to the skin and
hair coat to bring life and vigor to dull, dry hair. It
helps to stimulate circulation within the scalp to
increase nutrient absorption into the hair follicles
for faster, healthier hair growth. Revive is a great
product to promote a healthy and beautiful coat.
RKS-RRE Can - $13.95
RKS-RREC Case - $167.50

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE LITE

RK PURE SPARKLING SUDS

A mild shampoo perfect for use on sensitive
skin. Will not leave the skin dried out or irritated.
Leaves hair feeling soft, sleek and clean.
RK-PSSQ Quart - $10.95
RK-PSSC Case - $131.40
RK-PSSG Gallon-$28.50
RK-PSSGC Case - $114.00

SULLIVAN'S HEALTHY HIDE LOTION
Healthy Hide Lotion is used for after
clipping to help condition the hide on
all species. With its ability to penetrate
deep into the hide, this lotion heals skin
cracks and abrasions giving your animal
a tighter and fresher appearance.
Heavy hide lotion for cooler weather.
Lite hide lotion for hot weather.
RKS-HHLH - $32.00
RKS-HHL - $32.00

Lighter and more refined than the original Revive,
this formula doesn’t weigh the hair down. Great
for warmer weather when the hair is thinner.
RKS-RREL Can - $13.95
RKS-RRELC Case - $167.50

SULLIVAN'S REJUVENATE SHAMPOO

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an olive
oil, pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin package
that leaves the skin on all species silky smooth.
Rejuvenate cleans while leaving key natural
oils in place to preserve the skin and hide on
slick shorn animals.
RKS-REJU Quart - $19.50

INSTRUCTIONAL POSTERS

Steer Clipping & Fitting, Heifer Clipping & Fitting, Goat Clipping
& Fitting, Lamb Clipping & Fitting and Beef Cuts. Please
specify type when ordering. See page 2 for more posters.
RKS-POSTER - $14.00

CLIP-ON FEEDER

These heavy duty poly feeders are
equipped with durable spring link
clips that easily clip onto wire fence.
Available in 10”, 14” and 18”
feeders. Please specify size
when ordering.
RK-COF10 10” - $23.50
RK-COF14 14” - $27.50
RK-COF18 18” - $31.50
RK-CLIP Extra Clips - $3.00

POLY HIGH-BACK FEEDER

Durable poly feeder equipped
with brackets to hang over fences.
23” W x 14” T x 8” Deep
RK-PHF - $100.00
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EQUIPMENT
SHEEP

A

B

JK PORTABLE SHEEP & GOAT PENS

JK Reid will design portable penning to fit your
new barn or help renovate existing barn.
- No posts required (completely free standing.)
- Feeder fronts.- Pen dividers. - Lambing or
kidding pens. Also available: Solid corral panels
and swing sort panels.

WINCH BLOCKING STANDS

The blocking stand adjusts from 4” to 19” with help of the winch on stand.
Wheels at the front for easy transporting. Head piece and chain on
adjustable headrest. Removable safely rails. Also available in
Sullivan's Model - without wheels (side rails sold separately).
A) JK-WBS - $535.00
B) RKS-WBS Sullivan Model - $450.00
RKS-WBS2 Side Rails Only (2) - $69.00

COLLAPSIBLE SHEEP FEEDERS
JK 14 SPACE FEEDER W/ POLY TUB

The Poly Tub allows for quick cleaning.
JK Reid 20 space feeder also available.
With or without floor (priced separately)

Fits 4ft x 4ft or 4ft x 5ft bales.
Economy Collapsible Feeder for 4ft x 5ft
bales also available.

JK REID CREEP PANELS

JK Reid Creep Panels come in various
lengths. Easy to adjust. Pipes roll easily.

JK REID COMBINATION FEEDERS

Also available in single line feeders. Can be
used for grain or hay. V-shaped or Slant Bar.
Constructed of heavy gauge metal.
4ft or 8ft long and 2ft wide.

OFF-GROUND BALE FEEDERS

For 4ft x 4ft bale or 4ft x 5ft bale.
JK Economy Feeder for round bales.

JK REID THREE-IN-ONE GATE

JK REID SHEEP TURN TABLE

Turn sheep over on their sides or completely upside-down.
One person can easily turn any size animal. Sheep can enter
either end as there is a gate on both ends. Nylon strap on one
side helps to ensure no injury to animals, yet allows you to
squeeze a small animal as well as a very large ram Solid side
adjusts up and down very easily to fit any sized animal
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This unique sorting gate is used for closing
off the runway, then opened to sort either
left or right. When opened left or right,
the solid back panel makes a blind alley
so sheep will only see one open space.
(No picture)

FOOT BATH

Strong fiberglass or plastic. No rusting
or corrosion. Foot bath is 8ft long. Comes
in 2”-4” sections that fit together.

CALL FOR PRICING 1-877-710-2296

LIVESTOCK SCALES
WEIGHING
JK REID HOG & SHEEP SCALE

• Dial or Tru-Test Electronic Readout.
• Optional 2 way sort allows for sorting
of pigs or sheep in 2 directions.
• Both doors can be worked from one end.
• Saves time and space.
Can come with Dial Scale or
Tru-Test Electronic Scale.

The Tru-test Series 3000 indicator range is designed to work
with most EID (Electronic Identification) readers. Simply scan
the tag and it will be sent to the indicator which can record
the tag and weight into memory automatically.

MULTIPURPOSE LOAD-BARS

Available in 3 lengths:
23” (MP 600), 4000lb capacity
32” (MP 800), 6800lb capacity

HEAVY DUTY LOAD-BARS

Available in 2 lengths:
39” (HD 5T), 11000lb capacity

EZI-WEIGH 5I

Basic weights with no
memory.

EZI-WEIGH 7I

Electronic I.D. compatible.

XHD2

10,000lb capacity with 4 load cells
for permanent installation.

XR5000

Total herd management.

CALL FOR PRICING 1-877-710-2296
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SUPPLIES
EQUINE
SHOWBLOOM ULTRA

Aids muscle development and firmness,
and creates a shiny, healthy coat!
RK-BLOOM44 20kg Container - $149.50
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SULLIVAN'S REVIVE

Restores natural oils and nutrients to the skin and hair
coat to bring life and vigor to dull, dry hair. Revive is
formulated with a purified grade of nourishing
bio-based plant leaf and seed oils along with olive oil
and high-grade lanolin ester emollients that penetrate
and condition the skin and hair with natural nutrients.
RKS-RRE Can - $13.95
RKS-RREC Case - $167.50

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE LITE

Lighter and more refined than the original Revive, this formula doesn’t
weigh the hair down. Great for warmer weather when the hair is thinner.
RKS-RREL Can - $13.95
RKS-RRELC Case - $167.50

RK PURE SPARKLING SUDS

A mild shampoo perfect for use on sensitive
skin. Won’t leave the skin dried out or irritated.
Leaves hair feeling soft, sleek and clean.
RK-PSSQ Quart - $10.95
RK-PSSC Case - $131.40
RK-PSSG Gallon - $28.50
RK-PSSGC Case - $114.00

ORVUS

A strong detergent
shampoo. Use only
on a limited basis.
Extended use may
cause dandruff.
Rinse out well.
RK-OVS - $46.00

RK PURE MAGIK SHEEN

Will give shine and body to the
hair. Just spray on, and work with
dandy brush. RK Magik Sheen will
repel dust without that slippery
feel! Best daily hair product on
LEATHER NEW
the market.
A self polishing, liquid glycerin
RK-PMS Quart - $15.50
saddle soap. Just spray on and
RK-PMSG Gallon - $39.50
rub in. Leather New cleans, softens
and renews your leathers. Dries
for long lasting shine. Also works
great on leather boots.
ABSORBINE SHOWSHEEN
RK-LN Spray - $27.50
Hair polish provides a weekRK-LNF Foam - $14.00
long showing sheen. Repels
dirt, prevents stains and saves
hours of grooming time.
RK-SSQ Quart - $15.50
RK-SSG Gallon - $42.50

MANE 'N' TAIL SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER
A protein-enriched formula that cleans all
hair types thoroughly. Will not strip natural
oils. Rich fragrant lather that cleanses gently
and provides body, shine, manageability, and
healthy looking hair. A professional conditioner
that provides more effective results than a
surface conditioner. Exclusive protein-based
formula with amino-acids that add natural oils
to hair making it appear thicker and healthier.
RK-MTS 1 Litre Shampoo- $17.00
RK-MTC 1 Litre Conditioner - $17.00

BLACK GROOMING BRUSH
SHAPLEY'S ORIGINAL M-T-G

8.5” grooming brush with soft black
polystyrene bristles and longer 3”
trim. Excellent body brush.
RKC-BGB - $16.00

Use as a leave-in conditioner/
detangler and for promoting mane
and tail growth. Can be used to treat
skin problems, girth itch, dandruff WHITE BODY BRUSH
control, tail rubbing and rain rot. Soft white Tampico brush
designed for light to medium
RKK-MTG - $28.50
general purpose body grooming.
RKS-WBB - $16.00
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VET WRAP

A strong elastic bandage which provides
support. Adheres to itself so no clips or
fasteners are needed.
RK-WRAPB Black - $5.50
RK-WRAPW White - $5.50

PORTABLE EQUINE STALLS & PENNING
EQUINE

STALL DOORS
STALLS
JK REID EQUINE STALLS & PENNING
Custom designs available!
• Easy to dismantle and store.
• Connectors are specially designed to allow stalls to be set
up on uneven ground.
• 10ft x 10ft box stalls can be freestanding or permanently installed.
• Doors roll on 4ft poly wheels for easy opening and closing.
• Frame can be covered with either High Density Poly or
wood to suit your needs.
• Front of pen has 4ft roller door, with the top half of the
door filled with a grill of vertical bars.
• Metal frame can be painted or galvanized.
• Modular design allows layout to be interchanged.
• Can be installed as a square, 10ft box stall,
or a 5ft x 10ft tie stall using the same panels.

D

A

B

C

A: EQUINE PANELS W/ HINGES
BRONCO FEEDER

WRANGLER FEEDER

For round or square bales.
• 2” high-strength round steel tubing.
• 1 3/4” round tube connecting sleeves.
• 66lbs per section.
• 6ft inside diameter.

For round or square bales.
• 2” high-strength round steel tubing.
• 1 3/4” round tube connecting sleeves.
• 44lbs per section.
• 6ft inside diameter.

COMBINATION FEEDER

Constructed of heavy gauge metal.
4ft or 8ft in length, 2ft wide.
Suitable for cattle, horses, and sheep.

1 1/2” round, 4 bars, 42” high. Hinge 3/4”
threaded rod with nuts and washers. All round
welding tube joints, including center tube
support on 12ft, 14ft and 16ft lengths.

B: PORTABLE PANELS

Excellent to build pens, corrals, paddocks
and exercise rings. Standard lengths 8ft,
10ft, 12ft, 14ft and 16ft lengths

C: PORTABLE EQUINE PANELS

Connecting sleeve fits 3/4” standard rods
or connecting bolts.

D: EQUINE ENCLOSURE HOOPS

Used in conjunction with panels to provide
easy access in and out of enclosures. Standard
with chain latch. Other latch’s available. 8ft H;
made to accommodate 4ft, 6ft, and 8ft panels.

CALL FOR PRICING 1-877-710-2296
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FEEDERS & PANELS
MANUFACTURING

JK REID SECTIONAL FEEDERS

Tombstone and Slant Bar options available!
• Superior strength and durability.
• Specially pre-engineered 2” round steel tubing.
• All-round welded mitred construction.
• Top header bar for added strength and security.

*SLANT-BAR

*TOMBSTONE

OFF-THE-GROUND BALE FEEDER

Round bale feeder with optional 8ft x 8ft trough.
• Eliminates hay wastage.
• 5ft x 6ft bales of hay can be fed out
of basket-type feeder.
• Grain can be fed from trough.
• Animals have easy access to feed.

JK REID FUNNEL FEEDER

OMNI 10

OMNI 3
• Sturdy built 2” OD hi-tensile tubing.
• Easy access to bale for livestock,
reducing hay loss.
• 8ft diameter for all bale sizes; up to 6ft x 6ft
• 5 sided design.
• Ideal for haylage or dry hay.

OMNI 5
OMNI 2

JK REID CALF-CREEP

OMNI 2 - SPECIAL

• All steel construction for extra durability.
• Adjustable feed control.
• Rain gutter protects feed.
• 3 different trough lengths: 4ft, 6ft, or 8ft
• Custom made calf creeps available.
Feeder fronts and trough sold separately.

OMNI 1

RITCHIE WATER FOUNTAIN
Energy efficient, all-purpose
Ritchie Water Fountains.

A: JK REID GATES & PANELS
B
A

2” OD or 1 1/2” OD, high strength tubing.
Standard lengths or custom made-to-order.
Atlas line of panels available for oversized animals.

B: JK REID ARCH & GATE

4ft & 6ft arch & gate with spring latch (4ft W, 6ft Arch).
Extra spring latches available.
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CALL FOR PRICING 1-877-710-2296

CHUTES, TUBS & ALLEYS
MANUFACTURING

*OPTIONAL HEAD TABLE

FOR-MOST AUTOMATIC HEAD-GATE

The most popular adjustable head gate.
• Easily operated
• Fit most systems
• Head tables available

MANUAL HEAD-GATE
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOR-MOST MANUAL HEAD-GATE W/ NECK EXTENSION

Pull handle connected to lever that pivots the sweep arm moving
the animal’s head from side to side. Used with neck bars, the
neck extension secures the animal’s head while you work. The
neck extension helps prevent the animal from throwing its
head around while you work.

Built tough to last!
Works well with all sizes of cattle
Manual operation
Positive locking
Quick release
Straight through exit

JK REID DELUXE CHUTE

PORTABLE UTILITY PEN

Calving Restraint: Make it easy to pull calves
or assist with calving procedures.
• Easy Assembly: Fits together with drop pins,
one person set-up, completely portable
• Head Gate: Locking head-gate
for safe restraint.
• Safe and Reliable: Creates a safe working
area or holding pen for livestock.

8' ALLEY SECTIONS

• Automatic or manual straight through head-gate.
• Split side doors on each side for easy exit or access to
top line or underline of animals.
• Parallel squeeze is movable with easy lever-adjusts from
10” width to 34” width.
• Overall size: 9ft L x 42” W.
• Removable boards for needling neck.
• Slide gate at rear for easy catch of animal.
• Checker plate steel floor.
• Available with or without palpation cage.

JK REID CROWDING TUB

A safe and versatile way to work cattle;
custom designs available!
• Standard 8ft and 10ft diameters.
• Reversible for both right and left
handed operation.
• Wide range of layouts to suite your needs.
• Swing gate latches every 16”
• Made with 2” high-strength tubing.
• 60” high panels.

SEMI-PORTABLE WORKING AREA

Alley sections, solid slide doors, no back and alley stops
available. Comes in either straight or adjustable alley
sections. 4ft or 10ft arch and gate available.

CALL FOR PRICING 1-877-710-2296
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HOOF TRIMMING
TRIMMING

JK REID TILT TABLE

SPECIAL OPTIONS!

Designed for restraining cattle for hoof trimming and medical treatments. It has
enough versatility to handle large and small animals! The added height to this machine
allows the hooves to be more accessible, while the large belly straps hold the
animal securely in the tilt position. Having leg rope-tie pegs on the table also
provides easier access to the animal, making it easier to position it more consistently.
JK-TILT - Call for Pricing 1-877-710-2296

• Arch on back
• Brackets to carry panels
• Remote controls
• Rubber mat on table
• Hydraulic wind up on belts
• Hydraulic tie-down for feet
Call for Pricing 1-877-710-2296

REAR HIP LIFTER

DAISY-LIFTER COW-SLING

• Lifts and supports sick cows humanely and safely
• Assists cow in regaining full mobility
• Encourages blood circulation and feeding
• Fully adjustable to fit any size cow
• Lightweight and simple to use
RK-DLFT - $835.50

HAND-I-TILT

• 2 belly straps to hold animal securely
• Hydraulic tilt available
• 2 adjustable leg ties
• Removable gate for restraining
• Handy head gate to hold the animal;
with detachable head rest
• Side exit
• 3-point hitch attachment for mobility
JK-HTILT - Call for Pricing 1-877-710-2296
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Hip lifters are used with Pow’r Pulls or
other lifting devices to lift a cow down
from milk fever, calving injury or a fall.
Rubber-padded stirrups protect hip
bones. Adjustable for small heifers to
large cows. Movable parts are sealed and
lubricated. Lifter is rated at 2000lbs.
RKC-RHL - $434.00

DELUXE HOOF TRIMMING STALL

• 2 non-roping belly straps
• Easily adjustable foot pads
• Pivoting rump rail
• Walk-through design
• Extra adjustable pads for back feet
• Hand winch for belly straps
• 32” inside width, 84” overall length
JK-DHOOF - Call for Pricing 1-877-710-2296

GIFT ACCESSORIES
ALL

LEATHER KEY CHAINS

A cute yet simple key chain. Available in Black Steer,
Brown Steer, Lamb or Goat! Please specify style when
ordering.
RK-SLKC - $6.95

AIR FRESHENERS

Can be hung from your car’s rear view mirror or any place that
needs a better scent! Available in Black Steer, Hereford, Shorthorn,
Horse, Sheep, Goat, Final Bloom, Revive LITE, Vita Hair and Flare.
Please specify style when ordering.
RK-AF - $6.50

POLY STEER HITCH COVERS
BUMPER STICKERS

RK-BSC Show Cattle - $12.50		
RK-BSG Show Goat - $12.50
RK-BSDC Dairy Cow - $12.50
RK-BSL Show Lamb - $12.50

A great 3-dimensional hitch
cover for the show cattle
enthusiast. Made of heavy-duty
plastic. Available in Black or
Silver. Please specify colour
when ordering.
RK-PHCBL Black - $25.50
RK-PHCS Silver - $25.50

COW BELL

This musical bell is made
of fine cast bronze with
superior ringing quality.
Plain bright finish with
iron hoop
RK-BELL - $29.00

CATTLE RATTLE

The cattle rattle is made from high impact
flexible plastic, designed to stand up to the
rigors of hard use in all temperatures. It features
a rubberized grip handle for added operator
comfort. Comes in 42” length. Available in
Orange, Yellow and Green.
RKR-CR42 - $14.50

SORTING PADDLE

The sorting paddle has a vinyl-coated fiberglass shaft
which is totally flexible, allowing you to sort in a humane
and efficient manner. Paddle head is 6” wide by 12”
long. The overall length is 48”.
RK-SP - $32.00

RK OCTAGONAL CANE

This octagonal cane is made of solid
lacquered, top quality, straight-grained wood
and nicely balanced. Available in 3ft lengths or
5’ sheep cane.
RK-OC 3ft - $27.00
RK-OC5 5ft - $31.50

SHEPHERD MATE
NECK CROOK

RK-SNC - $45.50

F. LEG CROOKS

Great for catching lambs.
RK-LC - $22.50

FLEX CANE

The flex cane is made of ultra-high molecular
weight polymer. It is 38” long and has a curved
handle and a non-slip grip. Available in Red, Blue,
and Green.
RK-FC - $39.00
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HOW TO GUIDES/WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
ALL

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST...
BLING BRUSH

RK-BLINGB - $12.50

RK PURE SHOW TOUCH UP'S

HEINIGER SAPHIR CORDED CLIPPER
RK-HSCORD - $310.50

RK-PC - RK Chestnut
RK-PMB - RK Medium Brown
RK-PDB - RK Dark Brown
Can $8.50

AESCULAP CORDED FAV 5

CHIPPER DISCS

AESCULAP CORDLESS FAV 5

SULLIVAN'S SHOW TOUCH UP'S

RK-FAV5 - $430.00
RKFAV5 - $575.00

FIRST CLASS SHOW STICKS
RKS-CG - $54.00

CAST BRONZE ELECTRIC DEHORNER
RK-CBED - $165.00

HANGING WEIGH SCALE

RK-HWS 110lbs - $35.50
RKS-HWS3 330lbs - $35.50

SULLIVAN'S COOL COLLAR
RKS-CC - $85.50

WHAL KM10 CLIPPER

RKW-KM10P - $180.00

RK-CHIP3 3 Cutters - $350.00
RKS-BTU - Auburn
RKS-ATU - Brown
Can $8.50		
Case $102.00

SULLIVAN'S WAVE TAMER
RKS-WT $8.50

RHINESTONE SHOW HALTERS
RKS-STHS - $60.00

SULLIVAN'S WONDER WOOL
RKS-WW - $20.00

SHEEP BLANKET WITHOUT NECK

Available in small, medium, large, and x-large
RK-SBWN - $21.50
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ORDER FORM
ALL

Date:

order form
Shipping Method:

Name:

Shipping Quote:
courier acct number:

Phone:

Email:

Address:
Province:

Town:
Method of Payment
Visa

Postal Code:

Master card

COD

Credit Card:

Mailing a Cheque
Expiry:

CVV:

Name of Card Holder
Quanity

Notes:

Code

Item Description

Price

Colour

Size

RK Animal Supplies
7647 Wellington County Rd.10
RR#1 Moorefield, Ontario N0G 2K0

Toll Free: 1-800-440-2694

www.rkanimalsupplies.com

Phone: 1-519-638-5942

rkanimalsupplies@xplornet.com

Fax: 1-519-638-3128

INDEX
ORDERING FROM RK

By Phone: Call the Moorefield office between
8:00am and 5:00pm at 1-800-440-2694. Orders
phoned in after 12:00pm will be sent out the next
business day. After hours orders can be sent through
Facebook or made as an online order from www.
rkanimalsupplies.com. Have handy your credit card
number and expiry date. RK accepts Visa and
Mastercard. If paying by cheque, product will be held
until the cheque clears the bank. COD orders will
be subject to COD fees as dictated by courier service.
By Fax: Fill out all necessary information on the
enclosed order form. If you do not feel comfortable
faxing credit card information, feel free to call the
us at 1-800-440-2694. Fax order form to the
Moorefield office at 1-519-638-3128.
By Mail: Fill out all necessary information on the enclosed
order form. Mail Mail to RK at - 7647 Wellington County
Rd. 10 RR#1 Moorefield, Ont. N0G 2K0
All orders are subject to applicable taxes, and are
FOB Moorefield, Ont, Canada. (Purolator is our standard
courier. If other couriers are requested, there may
be additional shipping charges.) An additional
cost of $20.00 will apply to pallet orders.
• For shipping quotes, please contact RK.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• All prices are in Canadian Dollars.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Final shipping charges for orders are determined by
fees calculated by courier selected. Charges are
determined by weight and dimensions of package,
and the destination address. All shipping charges,
including: UPS/Purolator courier charges, additional
handling fees, special packaging fees, declared
value/insurance, address correction, COD, charges
related to repair work, charges related to returns,
and motor freight are to be paid by customer.
All orders are subject to applicable taxes, and are FOB
Moorefield, Ont, Canada. Tax rates are determined by
destination address. International orders are tax exempt.
Note: There are restrictions on some products,
and some products cannot be shipped to
international destinations.
Liquids being shipped can not be insured - order
at your own risk.

RETURN POLICY

A
Adhesive Removers .................................27, 29, 34
Aesculap Clippers and Blades.......................... 4,5
Alpaca Products..................................................... 50
Andis Clippers & Blades................................. 7,8, 9

B
Blades................................................. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10
Blade Sharpening Equipment.............................. 12
Blowers.........................................................14, 15, 35
Branding....................................................................45
Breeder Displays........................................ 16, 17, 18
Brushes & Combs.........23 ,24, 25, 35, 36, 49, 54
Buckets......................................................................19

C
Calving Supplies............................................. 39, 40
Canes.........................................................................59
Chutes................................................... 16, 36, 57, 58
Clippers...................................................4, 5, 7, 8, 10
Clipper and Blade Protection.......4, 5, 7,8, 10, 11
Clipper Lube & Oil................................................... 12
Cooling & Misting Products ................... 18, 27, 36
Cross Ties..................................................................36

D

J

INFO

JK Reid Equipment..............36, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58

L
Lamb Tubes & Blankets....................................... 49
Lambing/Kidding Supplies..................................47
Leather Show Halters & Leads..............21, 22, 50
Lighting................................................................17, 18
Livestock Identification................................. 44, 45
Llama Supplies................................................. 50, 51

M
Misters........................................................................18
MooCall.....................................................................41

N
Neck Sweats......................................................27,36
Neck Ties...................................................................22
Nose Leads, Rings & Plugs.....................21, 22, 42

O
Oster Blades...............................................................6

P

daily Care.......................................................... 26, 29
Dairy Show Supplies................................34, 35, 36
Dehorning................................................................ 46

Pedigree & Farm Supplies.................................... 17

E

Shampoos...............................26, 34, 35, 48, 51,54
Sheep & Goat Supplies.......................... 48, 49, 50
Sheep Halters......................................................... 49
Sheep Hoof Trimmers.....................................37, 47
Sheep Blocking Stand...........................................52
Show Bloom Ultra............................................33, 54
Show Sticks............................................................. 20
Show Boxes.............................................................. 13
Stall Supplies & Equipment..................... 16, 17, 18

Equine Products...............................................54, 55
Educational Posters...........................................2, 51

F
Fans & Stands..........................................................18
Feed Equipment.....................19, 43, 51, 52, 55,56
Feed Supplements...................................32, 33, 54
Fitting Mats...............................................................16
Foamer...................................................................... 26

G
Gift Ideas...................................................................59
Goat Equipment........................................ 50, 51, 52
Grooming Adhesives.......................................27 ,34

H
Hair Torch..................................................................36
Halters...................... 21, 22, 23, 35, 36, 48, 49, 50
Harnesses & Number Clips.......................... 20, 36
Hobbles.....................................................................41
Hoof Trimming Equipment (Cattle)..........37, 38, 58
Hoof Trimming Equipment (Sheep)........37, 38, 47

Please phone RK at 1-800-440-2694, or email us at rkanimalsupplies@xplornet.com. Returns must be
accompanied by the product receipt. All return shipping must be paid by the customer. We suggest
shipping products via a traceable method of shipping. Please send returns to our Moorefield address.
Any special order and/or personalized products cannot be returned to RK. All other returned products
are subject to a 10% restocking fee. RK is not responsible for lost or damaged packages. If a package
is damaged during shipment, keep all packaging material, note the damages, and contact the courier.
Refunds will only be issued once product is returned to RK. Products can be exchanged within 30 days
of purchase; receipt must be present. All exchanges must be approved by RK. Product must be new,
salable and in its original packaging. There is no exchange on DVD’s or clipper blades.

S

T
Tags............................................................................45
Tattooing Supplies................................................ 44
Touch-Up Paints.............................................. 30, 31

W
Wahl Clippers & Blades........................................10
Wool Cards & Brushes......................................... 49
Weighing Equipment...............................42, 43, 53
Weaners................................................................... 42
Winning Fill...............................................................33

Z
Z-Tags.......................................................................45

PRIVACY POLICY
RK Animal Supplies values customers and
respects your privacy. We collect information
about you in our stores and through websites in
an effort to improve your shopping experience
and to communicate with you about our products,
services, and promotions. We do NOT share your
personal information with 3rd party companies.
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